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San Jose ’Scream’-ing for sequel
By Deanna Zemke
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Lights, camera, action. These are words
that San Jose longs to hear.
In the Bay Area, San Francisco is the place
to shoot movies including "The Birds" and
"The Rock." Now San Jose is hoping to be the
location for filming the sequel to the hit
movie "Scream."
The original "Scream" WAS almost filmed
in San Jose, which was the front runner for
the location.

duction, but reasons are unknown. Problems
with the school board in Santa Rosa caused A
location change to the Sonoma Community
Center.
"The script has a lot to do with where a
movie is filmed," said the assistant producer at
American Zoet rope Studios. Producers AS well
as the location manager chooses the site, the
cheaper, the better. What’s important is what
the script calls for. If it’s a specific location like
a Northern California town, then it depends
on how cooperative the police department is
and the relationship with local film managers

"I hey decided to shoot the movie in Santa
Rosa," said Joe ()’Kane San Jose Film
Commissioner. "We had all the locations
ready for them to shoot at, including the high
school. The feedback from the three location
scouts that looked at San Jose was positive. A
fourth scout came back again and asked us for
more pictures of the same location."
But Miramax went with Santa Rosa on
account that Santa Rosa High School was the
best location to fit the movie. O’Kane speculates that it could be because Lucasfilm ltd. in
Mann County would be nearby for post pro

at the site."
So now O’Kane is pushing for San Jose
State University as the location for "Scream 2"
with Neve Campbell.
"What we’re trying to sell them now is in
terms of cooperation," ()’Kane said. "We have
a lot of appropriate locations. They want an
Ivy league location now, which means no
palm trees. I took pictures of the sorority
houses and the ’rower Hall near the Morris
Dailey Auditorium. It was difficult to block
out the palm trees."
Right now ()’Kane is not counting on get -

ting the movie to be filmed here but would bc
glad to have it. But there may be other opportunities. According to ()’Kane, San Jose may
get one out of every 15 to 20 movie oilers.
Lucastilm 1.td., located in Mario County,
is a production site for feature films while
Lucas Digital Ltd. is where visual and audio
Even
though
post -production occur,
Lucastilm, Ltd. is nearby, they have never shot
any movies in San Jose.
"(Lucas) likes to go away and then come

See Scream, page 14

Experts
split over
China
takeover

Stretching for success

Professors disagree
on impact Of Hong Kong s
change m government
By Puna Nair
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
’The clock is ticking and soon it will be time for
Britain to 11101 flung Kong over to ( ’lima. The Moire
I long Kong from A capitalistic nation to one of
communism still remains to be seen after the transinon.

On June 30, the island of I long Kong, along with
Kowloon and the New Territories plus 235 surrounding small islands, will become A part of the People’s
Republic of China.
While many people Are skeptical Ab011l the change
,ttiters SeelT1 10 have an optimistic view about the take
over.
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Company is in residency at SJSU and uses facilities in Spartan Complex and
Washington Square Hall to practice and rehearse. For more, see page 6.

Limo n West Dance Project member James Brenneman Ill stretches during a break
State University’s Washington Square Hall. The Limon Dance

in rehearsal in San Jose

l’eSSittliSliendly, Z11011 I le, NISIJ assistant professor
of journalism and mass communications, said he fears
there will be A restriction on freedom of the press, ban
protests and elimination of the new Bill of Rights
BOR), whic h was created two years ago,
"After 1’0
the !long Kong government will be
mostly authoritarian." lie said. "There will be 1110re
restrictions on what people can write publicly. Also
BO R, whis it allowed people to protest and form
point, al groups, will soon disappear.
Optimistieally, others like Kim Ninh, professor of
’south East Asian polities, said China alien the absorp
I11111 Will emerge As
big pOWer
will be a player on A world stage," Nitth
d Ii It As managed 10 Maintain a Stable political syS-

See Hong Kong, page 6
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Irish writer Edna O’Brien will
be visiting San Jose State
University this week.
O’Brien, who the London
Sunday Times calls "the most disturbingly intense and intimate of
writers," will read excerpts from
her new novel. "Down by the
River," Thursday and participate
in an on-stage conversation with
students and fans on Friday.
A t i, Min writer. O’Brien has
written 18 books. I ler best
Hie High
known works arc
Road," -Lantern Slides," A 600k
of her short stones Mar won the
Los Angeles ’Times Book Prize for
Fiction. and "House of Splendid
Isolattin."
Books like "House rif Splendid
Isolation," says Alan Soldofsky,
director of the Center for Literary
Arts, have proven controversial in
her native Ireland.
"He portrays an IRA run
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taking a trip to the SAM./(r11,
Boardwalk or San Francisco’s

PHOTO By DONA NiCHOLS
Spartan Daily
The United Artist Pavilion Theater offers reduced movie rates
during the week Movie goers can enjoy an outdoor cappuccino at
Starbuck’s before the show.

AffraLoons faith As Moduli, billiards,
gyiniaisti,s competitions Arid even theatta
cal productions are right on campus. It
suidcnts take A careful look around, they
would probably he surprised to discover a
little bit of everything
culture, sports
and games.
At the Student l ’num Bowling (:enter,
there is not ilist bowling bin also billiards,
table tennis, loosball and arcade games.
hire’ center is open to the public and to

See Bargains, page 12
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Passage of legislative bill will boost state of education in California
’

I i seems as though someone in the
( alifornia legislature is finally listening to
higher education students.
Yelling for years about paying skyrocketing (ost, to attend California universities,
college attendees, current and future, may be
seeing A fee freeze in the near future.
Introduced to the state legislature by
Assemblywoman Denise Duchcny (DChula Vista), the College Affordability Act
of 1997, would freeze fen in the California
State University, University of California
oral California Community College systems

until the year 2000.
The bill would also limit increases in
student ices after the year 20()0 to no more
than the amount personal salaries increased
in the previous year. That means if the overall salaries of Californians did not increase,
neither would student fees the following year.
Financial support for colleges throughout
California, if this act is approved, would be
based on enrollment figures instead of the latest whim of the state government.
Let the people say amen! It’s about time
someone recognized that community college

education.
It is hoped the legislature will approve passage of this bill and spare college students the

Editorial
and university students arc finding it ever
more difficult to financially afford to earn a
degree.
It is also a relief to see that legislators have
finally realized the quality of an education is
relative to the amount of money allocated to
support the system.
Therefore, this bill appears to be a bright
spot on the horizon of California’s state of

Downtown San Jose
needs more action

worries of wondering how much their tuition
will increase over the next three years, as well
as concerns about the overall quality of the
education they are receiving.
California’s government has worked to
remedy the failing state educational system,
reducing the size of elementary classes and
working to hire more teachers to increase the
student -to-teacher ration in the lower grades.
Improvements to the quality of California

Knowing the rules
for borrowing items

1

1411) Apple La la Lind. The ( my of Lights.
T,
So, lose. What doesn’t belong in this list? This is
a question that needn’t be answered.
People rialto San Jose has a snail town heart, with big
city soul, but wlic re’s the soul?
San Jose is definitely not A small town; it’s one of the
largest c ities in the Country. Yet it doesn’t attract tourists
like ’viii Frincisco does.
CleArly Sail Jose has a long way to go before it can be
known lot something more than computers and can be
thought of AS A place more than a pit stop between San
Francisco And Monterey.
We drin’t really even have a downtown. San Jose is
just a place where people live And work.

TRY TO MINK
CF OUR BORG%
AS A LINK...

;,

people down the hall has e had my scissors
The
and colored pencils for two weeks, and I want
them back. When I put my belongings on loan,
I want the utmost respect for my goods and my
patience.
My neighbors said they needed to borrow my things
and would give them back as soon as they were done
using my supplies.
I have waited long enough.
It appears as if they don’t want to follow one of the
main rules of borrowing a person’s belongings: return
the owner’s property in a reasonable amount of time.
As a person who lives in close quarters with my peers,
this kind of irresponsibility happens every day.
People all around me are
-borrowing the belongings of
their friends And roommates
and are abusing the privilege.
Wars have started because
things have been returned
either too late or not in the
same order it was before they
had it.
It seems like common
WRITER’S FORUM
sense to most people that
By Laura
there are sonw rules to borVanni
rowing a person’s belongings,
but one would be surprised
how many people ignore these
codes.
The goods should be returned within a few days of
usage unless otherwise specified. The item should be in
the same shape as when the borrower first received it.
Thot means, if it is a piece of clothing, it should be
cleaned; if it is a food item, it should be replaced.
A borrower should have a courtesy limit as to how
many times he or she should take an item. Do not borrow a person’s nail polish, pencil, toothpaste or anything else more than two or three times. If this is the
case, it is time to gun ,), ; Arid buy smne.
The most
important rule
is asking. It is
A borrower should
surprising how
many people
have a courtesy
feel if they are
sharing a room
limit as to how
with a person,
many times he
every item in
that room is a
or she should
free-for-all.
If a person
take an item.
buys a bottle of
shampoo, only
that person is
till illed Sole use of that shampoo, unless permission has
been granted. If people follow this rule, there would be
A gre.tt deal less confusion in the world.
People who constantly borrow items tend to develop
nicknames such as "mooch" ond eventually make sad
reputatiOnS 10t themselves AS free’ loaders.
It might sound cruel, but it is the truth. ’Faking
advantage of the privilege of borrowing is looked down
upon by society. Borrowing too much money, food
or clothing can he construed as a weakness.
Nos, it might sound as if I AM blowing thus entire
issue unit of proportion. People might say I am being too
nit -picky. Bin it has been two weeks since I have last
wen my scissors and colored pencils.
My throat is dry from asking for my belongings back.
I hove lost my patience, and I am not a happy person.

SAII Franc 51 ii. on the other
hand, has Ilium) ScitiAre And
k/JAt es where people can lie

k)iliisi strolling the streets and
ihiipeing, eating or enjoying
Olt ing,lit life.
..’ Bu
Ruin what is there to do i n
downtown SAD lose?
-.. There Are

a Couple

of clubs

hire ;and there, hut basically
downtown is dead.
WRITER’S FORUM
r embarrassing trying to
By Deanna
’ 114
Zemke
thiag of ids cc to show visiting
"O00000h, mooted!"
several memorable lines and catchielcnives.
"Fire in the hole!"
phrases have been uttered or written
CONTRIVED
: Fhere wally isn’t anything
"You’re gonna get a quote from
from notable people from within the
POIGNANCY
tillialceill to do or show here that any other town doesn’t
C.aret? Good luck."
Spartan Daily newsroom, photography
Iterz.e.:
"All right you bipedal carbon -based
\\II ni.leske
department and beyond.
’ him Jose is just a nice location in case you want to go
homosapiens (and you know who you
To close off this semester, I’ve comto saner (:ruz, Son Francisco or Monterey.
arc)! Some of you have some story
piled the ones that I’ve either made or
. The Pavilion was supposed to liven things up downassignments in your mailboxes. I want
overheard from my three tours of duty on
joseM, hut it’s like a ghost town.
you to check them and see if you have
the Ditil Y
People hang out now AI Starbuck’s, and at night there
one. And if you do, I want you to make
It doesn’t matter who said these lines,
4liiity of people At S
se Live. Bit ,thsjaok.1,141.
your phone calls and ask your questions.
maataisdpaiussabey’ve affected those who heard
stores Are Waldenbooks At t f Musetinir
So when you put your hand in a bunch
or read them matters. Some are lame
Other stores have promised and failed to meet expo.
of goo, that a moment ago was your
reporter excuses. Others are editor tirade
lotions.
best friend’s face, you’ll know what to
exclamations. A few are from faculty who
’,dimly Rocket’s was set to open in early 1997. Well,
do."
try to bum into their students A hard and
,,,,e’re al trial 1997, and I don’t see it opening.
"Subjectverb. Subjectverb. I
fast rule of an opposable thumb.
Starport was supposed to have opened a long time
don’t know how many times I have to say it. Subject
Undoubtedly, some may be too arcane for general
ago, bin its opening has been postponed indefinitely.
verb."
readers who’re uninvolved with the newsroom experi1:sen the United Artists Pavilion 8 theater, which
1 don’t know if I can be objective on this story.
ence. I include those lines, whichever ones they may be
opened more than a year ago, has faded to attract the
I’m from the east coast, and we don’t ..."
for you, simply out of affectionate whimsy.
iltillthers ii wattled.
"You wanna be that way? You can cover men’s
In no particular order of importance, here’s a non
Thotigh a three story multiplex, it doesn’t run the big
sequitor catchphrase history of the fall 1996 and spring tennis this week."
movies firs( run like the (:ent airy Theaters do. It even
"Okay. Well, enjoy your career at Chico State."
1997 semesters.
tried to (la lerentiate itself by showing cheaper midnight
"We got any photos to go with this story?"
"I wish to apologize for beginning with an apolo1110Vie%. 11111 I guess not too many people wonted to see
"Do we have any wild art?"
E7"
’ Iliree Aiiiigiis!’’
"This (photo) will do for starters, but now let’s
"You think I’m harsh? Good lord"
Ai Hiss Nom S1511, there’s the new Posers Plaza with
take it to the next level."
"Will, come here and explain to me what the hell
lush apartments worth almost hallo million dollars in the
"These are the computers from hell!"
your column’s about."
if
he irt
dissaitown. But who would spend that kind of
"Coolness."
"Budget!"
mimes’ 10 !lye III NAll Jose? WilAt’S the advantage?
"Who has A stylebook?"
"My sources hoven’t called back."
li’s not like in San Francisco, where it’s nice to live
"I low do you spell ’Sivertsen’?"
"C.an I have an extension on my deadline?"
closIlltiVill 10 Shade itlf parking problems and be in A
"Hey! Everyone, sign on your phones!"
"Magazine majors must die. All of them!"
Iii .ii ion nee shops. dulls or the subway.
"Who has a campus directory?"
"Raise the roof, baby!"
I ’ides. you’re Jiro, Ole Street from wink Allti IIAVe All
"Sorry. I borrowed it. I meant to give it back."
"What are you doing this Saturday at 5 p.m.?"
/100100111 problem finding, parking, it’s not worth it. It is
Best wishes to the new editors taking over where me
"Who wrote this mess?"
All ads amage lor college students, but what students
and my cohorts are leaving off.
"Who copyedited this mess?"
II Iv/ .1 kill .1110111011 dollars to spend?
I’m reminded that none of us are excused from our
"Who’s the photographer on that?"
Ii is hoped th.tt ’,in low i .111 1110Ve up and llAtie 1110te
work. Yet, we arc also not expected to finish it.
"There’s no had bulls, only bad toreadors."
10.1c 111.111 c 011ipillet 1,11,1110,es
Whether WS on channel zero or from my block in Mr.
"Happiness is never seeing your byline in the
Is events can’t be tlic only way to Antal people
’r
Zacapa’s neighborhood, contributors to this page will
Washington Times."
here Ain’t all, what can these people do [whirr. the sport
strive to provide plenty of profound nonsense of
"Food run!"
ing i.sciit’
bohemian bemusings written out of sync in blissful
"Did you read? Read it!"
Maylie someday San joss) will he known for tieing
ignorance.
"Am lever going to have an ad -free sports page?"
Illtitc. 111.111 Ille 110111e of the Sharks.
"I prefer to have a battle of wits with an opponent
William lithe is the Spartan Daily Features Editor.
who appears to have mastered employing both cerebral
Oranna /enike is a Spartan Daily .Stiff Writer
’So, what do you consider your opus?"
hemispheres to form simple thoughts."
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Opinion page
policies
Readers ere ancoureged t))
morose themselves on the I Minion
page with a Letter to the &lithe or
Camps. Viewpoint
A latter to the Editor 311 S 201S
word response to an issue or pant
oil vine that has appeared in the
Spartan Diuly.
A Campus Viewpoint is a eras
word essay on rurront campus.
political or social issues
Submissions become the pniper
Sy ot the Spartan Dailv and mat hi.
edited tor shinty. grammar, libel
and length Submissions must
contain the author’s name,
siddreas, phone number, nineSure and major.
Submimions may he put in the
Letters to the Krintir hex at the
Spartan Daily office in Dwight
Rented Hall Room 209, vent by fax
to 408, 924-3237 or mailed to the
Spartan Daily Opinion Editor.
School of Journalism and Menu
Communications, San .lont. State
University, One Washington
Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149
Editorials ere mitten by, end
are the consomme of, the
Spartan Deily editor., not tbe
staff.

linhlished opinions and ether
tisenients do not necessarily reflect
the vww of the Spartan Daily. the
nf Journalism and Mass
’ommunnat inns or

Giving up morals
for just a few bucks
Inc. Absent minded sometimes, which explains how

r.in

managed to leave my student
in a s opy mat hole twice in
die last twin yea 7%.
What I can’t explain is whv
neither of ms’ cards was turned
in.
Maybe the individuals who
humh them were the same ones
who throw garbage on the
ground instead of in A trash can,
or maybe t hes are the SAnte guys
who think flushing urinal is too
much trouble.
It is sad that someone can at
intelligently in the classroom and
like a child on campus.
"Where is the reward in keeping an orphaned II) card? Maybe
the 52 electrons value of the
cards served whoever found them
better than the cards’ utility
served mc, or maybe the parents
of these individuals forgot to
instill in them A sense of morality.
In the long run, it makes no
difference: the deed is chine. The
52 has probabls: been spent. and I

AFC imminent, and the
commitment has been made to see through
changes to a positive end.
’Ile College Affordability Act of 1997 is
the first step in the process of improving
California higher education. Californians
used to be proud of the educations they were
earning, now their pride is waning.
Approval of this act would be the first step
of many in bringing the pride back to those
educated in California, and this state could
be known as the "education state" once again.

elementary education

Letters

(aura Vannr is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer.

to the Editor

am out RIO for

goes on.

new cards. Life

Whoever you are. you should
onside’ exactly what you are
allow irig yourself to become: A
lee,, In on the backside of society.
It sou don’t believe it. just
remember that a flood begins
with one raindrop.
Before vou reach that point.
however. let me make A suggestion. Why don’t sou beg me tor A
(0UpIC of bucks next time like the
bums Around c a mpus?
l’hey deserve more respect
than thieves

Andrew Pappadakis
soc ial Sc ience/lbston,

Columnist’s piece
culturally insensitive
found I Aura I at/mini.% closing paragraph of her piece
"Words spur discrimination"
offensive. Ms. Lanarini stated.
’Ifsing thc word ’retard’ is the
Same As using the word ’nigger’
its a degrading, disrespectful
slur."

Not only did I find her stateout of context, but it was
inappropriate and unnecessary.
There us no argument about
the type of discrimination mentally handicapped people have
endured and continue to endure
in this society.
While we are entering (and
thus learning the rules of) the
world of political correctness, it is
apparent society must alter class’
ficattons and labels that were
accepted about different groups
of people.
1 lowever.
though
Ms.
1..utarini was obviousls trying to
illustrate how offensive she found
the word ’retard; it is not acceptable to make that type of comparison with thc word ’nigger.’
This is not intended to
become a battle of- the words
because no matter how soon spell
them, words can hurt.
It is important, however, for
aspiring journalists such AS NI s
lanarini to he reminded when
their own attempts at being politically correct are culturally insensitive and inappropriate.
ment

Demetria C. Titus
Political Science
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Registration social

IlVeldicrusade
Campus Crusade for

Christ club holds a
"nightlife" evening every Thursday at 8 p.m. in the
Almaden Room in the Student Union. Contact
Eddie Zacapa at 923-2656 for more information.

Women can get support

(I)

The Child Development Club will have a registration social today in CCB Room 118. They will talk
about information regarding scheduling and any
other registration difficulties. Call Dawn Holt at
924-3728 for more information.

Meteorology seminar

The Department of Meteorology is having Philip
J. Vogt as a speaker today at noon in Duncan Hall
Room 615. He will be speaking on tracer releases.
Call 924-5200 for more information.

City of angels

Bowling social

A women’s support group is offered by the
Women’s Resource Center every Thursday from 130
p.m. to 3 p.m. in the Administration Building Room
2228. Call Leigh at 924-6500 for details.

The Delta Sigma Theta Sorority will have a bowla-thon social today from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. in the
Student Union Bowling Alley.

The San Jose State University Theatre is putting
on a play called "City of Angels" today at 7 p.m. in
the University Theatre. Call the University box office
at 924-4555.

Student art exhibitions

Daily Mass

Colloquium series

The School of Art and Design is holding student
art galleries and exhibitions today through Friday in
the Art and Industrial Studies buildings. The time is
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

The Catholic Campus Ministry will have Daily
Mass today from 12:05 p.m. to 12:30 p.m. at the
John XXIII Center. Call 938-1610 for more information.

The Philosophy Department will present the last
talk in the colloquium series with speaker Dr. Robin
Roth today at 2 p.m. in the Student Union Almaden
Room.

Bend your ear at the
Listening Hour

The risen Lord’s entry into glory

Job fair

The Episcopal Canterbury Community is having
a Feast of the Ascension, Holy Eucharist with prayer,
scripture and communion today at 11:45 p.m. in the
Spartan Memorial, Building 18. Contact Anna at
293-2401 for more information.

The Career Center hosts a job fair today from 11
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.
Call the Career Resource Center at 924-6033 for
more information.

The Colloquium Museum will present music
From the Middle Ages and the Renaissance period
performed on ancient instruments today at 12:30
p.m. to 1:15 p.m. in the Music Building Concert
Hall. Call 924-4631 for details.

Compiled by Ronda Studer
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Clinton
condems
Switzerland
Declaring "neutralWASHINGTON (AP)
ity collided with morality," the Clinton administration condemned Switzerland on Wednesday
for helping Nazi Germany fuel its reign of terror
across Europe with gold plundered from banks
and Holocaust victims.
The sweeping report said there was conclusive
evidence that Germany stole jewelry, dental fillings and other personal items from Jews. Gypsies
and other concentration camp prisoners dead
booty into gold
and alive and resmelted the
bars that likely were traded abroad.
But the inch -thick report found no evidence
that neutral countries such as Switzerland knowingly accepted such tainted gold bars.
Stating what Undersecretary of Commerce
Stuart Eizenstat called "the unvarnished truth,"
the report also harshly criticizes U.S. officials for
not pressing Switzerland and other neutral
nations after the war to return $580 million in
looted gold worth $5.6 billion today.

Drugs nearly wipe out HIV in tonsils; might cure in a few years
new
NEW YORK (AP)
A
study of powerful AIDS drugs shows
they devastate HIV in one of its
favorite hangouts, while another suggests that curing an infected person
would take at least two to three years
if it can be done.
A different study earlier this year
had shown that one year wasn’t
enough, and researchers estimated
that it might take two to 2.5 years.
The three-drug "cocktail" stops
HIV from reproducing, so it can’t continuously infect new cells as previously
infected cells die off. As a result, HIV
levels in the bloodstream plummet
about 99 percent within two weeks.
Scientists wanted to know whether
the treatment has a similar effect on
HIV in tissues like the tonsils and
lymph nodes, where the virus is produced and stored. Dr. Ashley Haase
of the University of Minnesota and
other scientists sampled the tonsils of
Q people during treatment and, in
Friday’s issue of the journal Science,
report good news.
Within six months, the therapy eliminated more than 99 percent of cells

actively producing HIV. The amount of
HIV stored on the surface of other cells
also fell by more than 99 percent.
That shows the stockpile of stored
HIV "clears much more rapidly than
we would have expected," Haase said.
In the other study, scientists
including Dr. David Ho of the Aaron
Diamond AIDS Research Center in
New York looked at the time it would
take for the drug treatment to rid the
body of HIV.
The group reported the initial drop
in blood levels of HIV is followed by a
second, slower decline. By analyzing
the trend mathematically, they estimate that it would take 2.3 to 3.1 years
of therapy to eliminate HIV from the
hiding places they considered.
But it might take longer to eradicate the virus from the body because
HIV could linger in the brain or in
unknown hiding places, they warned.
In any case, ho and colleagues
wrote, "it would be wrong to believe
that we are close to a cure for A I DS.’
Their study of eight patients
appears in Thursday’s issue of the
journal Nature.

HIV reproduces by infecting cells
and forcing them to make more viruses. The new paper calculates that
within 3.1 years of the start of treatment, three kinds of HIV -producing
cells in a person’s body will die off
One kind, C1)4 cells that actively
produce virus, disappear first. Then
come cells that don’t produce virus at
first, but eventually start production
and then die. Finally, long-lived cells
in tissues throughout the body that can
produce virus continuously for weeks
will disappear, the study suggests.
One wild card in the analysis is

cells that are infected with virus that
has become defective. The calculated
timetable doesn’t apply to these cells,
which could persist for years or perhaps a lifetime.
In the lab, these cells can’t be
made to produce infectious virus. So
in this condition they aren’t a problem. But the risk is that, through
some genetic accident, the defect in
HIV will get fixed and the cells could
suddenly start producing infectious
virus, said Dr. Jeffrey Laurence, an
AIDS researcher at Cornell Medical
College in New York.

Such a fix might occur if two
defective HIVs mingle, for example,
he said.
Ho said that’s only a remote possibility.
Eventually, Ho said, the question
of how long drugs might take to eradicate HIV will be settled in experi-
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ments where people who’ve been taking the treatment for long periods,
and whose HIV levels are undetectable, stop the therapy. Then scientists can see if there’s any HIV left
to reappear.
Ho said he’s not sure when his
group will sty that experiment.
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Vote to ban movie gunfire draws criticism
LOS ANGELES (AP) A City
Council vote barring a TV movie
from filming scenes of gunplay near
the flashpoint of the 1992 riots drew
warnings of repercussions Wednesday
in a town where art imitating life is a
$20 billion business.
"I think it will have a chilling
effect," said Cody Cluff, head of the
Industry
Entertainment
Development Corp., which acts as a
liaison between Hollywood production companies, officials and residents.
"If we were to continue to have
these kinds of problems, they (producers) would choose to go to locations where they can film without
governmental interference," Cluff
said.
Councilwoman Rita Walters, who
introduced the motion concerning
her south Los Angeles district before
the council Tuesday, expressed little
patience with those holding such
views.
"I think they are out to lunch," she
said Wednesday. -I think it’s ludicrous for the film industry to go to
such an extreme that they’re not
going to film in L.A. because they
can’t film one movie."

"I think it was an injudicious gunshots and the production itself. It
request for filming in a neighborhood gained unanimous approval Tuesday.
that has been too often plagued by the
"For some reason I can’t fathom,
reality of gunfire," Walters said.
the film companies want to make
The TV movie, "L.A. Heat: these movies in the neighborhoods
Burning Sanctuary," about a black where they will be most disturbing,"
church attacked by skinheads, was said Councilwoman Ruth Calanter,
filming Tuesday at the Pilgrim who helped block a similar shoot in
Congregational Church in Christ her district.
near the intersection of Florence and
Positive films rarely make their
Normandy.
way to inner-city districts like hers,
’I’he intersection saw the start of Walters and others on the council
the rioting that followed the acquittal said.
of four police officers in the Rodney
"Arc they shooting Donald Duck
King beating case. It was where the (movies) down there?"
said
televised beating of trucker Reginald Councilman Nate Holden. "I don’t
Denny occurred.
think so. That to me gives the impresl’ipin, Merhi Entertainment sion of how they really feel about cerGroup, which is producing the TV tain neighborhoods in Los Angeles."
movie, had obtained shooting permits
The Rev. Cecil Murray of South
but then added a request to include Central’s First AME Church, the
automatic and other gunfire, accord- largest black congregation in Los
ing to Cluff.
Angeles, welcomed the council’s
Following procedure, his office action.
notified Walters and the process of
"I think the whole controversy is
obtaining community approval was very healthy. We all know we’ve
started, including getting signatures reached the saturation point in porof support from 80 percent of resi- traying violence as exciting," he said.
dents within three-quarters of a mile "Now, to turn a corner, somebody’s
of the church.
going to have to make a sacrifice."
But the councilwoman quickly
According to Cluff, his EIDC
introduced her measure banning the office receives few complaints about

mock gunfire occurring during filming, with parking problems often
proving more troublesome.
"We have (movie) gunfire all over
the city of LosAngeles. It’s an integral
part of the production process," Cluff
said.
And production is an integral part
of the area’s economy. In 1995, the
industry’s direct expenditures in Los
Angeles County totaled $20 billion,
the lion’s share of the $22 billion
spent statewide.
Mayor Richard Riordan has

WASHINGTON (AP)
Many Americans would see their
monthly long-distance phone bills
go down about $2 under a new government plan adopted Wednesday.
But those with second phone lines
for a computer or a child and who
make few long-distance calls probably would see their bills go up.
Thc changes are contained in a
Communications
Federal
Commission plan that would
revamp a labyrinth of access payments local phone companies get
for routing long-distance calls on
their networks and for subsidizing
local phone service.
Those fees now make up about
half of the average long-distance
bill.
The FCC, in a 4-0 vote, agreed
to cut those payments by $1.7 billion starting July 1. Assuming
AT&T, MCI, Sprint and other
long-distance companies pass along
the reductions to customers as
pledged, the average savings this
year would be about $2 a month,
the FCC said.
The average long-distance bill is
about $22.50 a month. The FCC
says its plan would reduce that by 8
percent to 10 percent.
Congress ordered the FCC to
take the action as part of opening
the $100 billion local phone market
to competition from long-distance,
cable companies and other potential
rivals.
The FCC’s decision is likely to
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with those kinds of issues. We should
let the process work and not overact
and have the council act without a
full understanding of the facts," he
said.
Walters was unconvinced.
"I don’t think any steps could hc.
made to make gunfire and automatic
gunfire acceptable in a neighborhood," she said. "I think they could
film the street scenes here ... and the
action in some other location."
"Take their gunfire and go to the
desert with it," she said.

Phone rates may drop

11111Mr
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emphasized his goal of making the
city more hospitable to business, with
Hollywood a key player. In the period
from 1993 to 1996, Cluff said, days
of shooting nearly doubled from
23,000 to just under 46,000.
"The mayor understands the needs
of the industry need to be balanced
against the needs of the community,
and would want care to be taken in
terms of high-impact productions
against special sensitivities," Cluff
said.
"But we have a process to deal

www.berkeley-review.com

Berkeley Davis

be challenged in court.
FCC Chairman Reed Hun&
asserted that the plan would lower
phone bills for 85 percent of the
nation’s 82.6 million residential
customers with one phone line. For
the remainder, bills would remain
the same.
In general, the more long-distance calls made, the more one
would save.
But critics including consumer
advocates, retailers, small businesses
and local phone companies said
bills could go up for some Customers.
Business and residential phone
users who make few long-distance
calls and who have multiple phone
perhaps for
lines in their homes
will see
a computer or for kids
bills go up, said Gene Kimmelman,
co-director of the Consumer
Union’s Washington office,
That’s because they will get hit
with increased monthly phone
charges to help pay for discounted
telecommunications services for
schools and libraries as Congress
and the Clinton administration
required in a 1996 telecommunications law.
Customers with multiple lines in
their homes would pay an additional $1.50 a month for each line
beyond the first beginning Jan. 1,
1998. The average "subscriber line"
charge that now appears on monthly bills is $3.50. About 16 percent
of U.S. homes have second phone

lines.
Multiline businesses beginning
July 1 would have to pay on average
an additional 40 cents a month for
each line. The average subscriber
line charge for businesses is now $6
a month.
In addition, both multiple-line
homes and business would get a
new charge that would come from
replacing some access fees, based on
minutes of long-distance use, with
flat monthly rates to better reflect
costs and more evenly spread fees
among customers.
Beginning Jan. 1, 1998, multiline homes would pay an additional
97 cents a month per line, bringing
the total monthly charge to $1.50
per line. Multiline businesses would
pay another $2.22 a month per line,
bringing the total charge to $2.75 a
month per line.
The FCC says there are not
many homes or businesses with
multiple lines that make few longdistance calls.
Most homes with multiple
phones lines make a lot of long-distance calls, the FCC says. As a
result, more than two-thirds of
homes with more than one phone
line would see total bills go down,
FCC officials said.
The remaining one-third would
see their bills stay the same or go up
depending on the number of longdistance calls they make, the FCC
officials added.

Florida children eat crack
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MR I NEW+, Fla. (Al’)
’Duce toddlers were hospitalized
after eating crack cocaine they found
on a bedroom floor.
1 lie young mother of two of the
children was arrc.sted and charged
with possession of cocaine and three
counts of child neglect.
"1 t ’s frost rat ing," said police Li.
Brian I lumm. -Sometimes you think
you’ve seen it all and then something
like this happens."

I 1,1 Brown
Fuesday to
report that her two children, Tiarra
McKenzie, 8 months, and Albert
McKenzie Jr., 1 1/2, and their
cousin, Shanti Merant, 3, had eaten
the drug.
Authorities said that after calling
911, Brown flushed some cocaine
down the toilet and refused to tell
police exactly how much cocaine was
in the house.
I
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Did you know
’That 19/a of SJSU students have driven
drunk at least once in the past year
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Limo’n West dancer James Brenneman Ill watches as dancers Raphael Boumaila, right, and Hsiang-Hsiu Lin practice the choreography for the upcoming show, "Journey Through the Labyrinth." Brenneman joined the company in September.

’Journey through the Labyrinth
Things happened pretty fast for James
Brenneman III. One month before graduating
from the University of Irvine’s Department of
Dance last June, he got a job with SJSU’s Limo’n West
Dance Project,
The Limo’n West Dance Project is a professional
West Coast modern dance company comprised of two
men and two women and use SJSU facilities for their
rehearsals.
Brenneman dances about 30 to 40 hours a week and
then works as a waiter at Hamburger Mary’s in San
Jose to help with living costs while the company is on
hiatus. The dancers have been working on "Journey
Through the Labyrinth" which they will perform May
15 and 16 at the University Theatre.

Above: Brenneman laughs
along with fellow Limo’n dancer
Hsiang-lisiu after stumbling during
a jump maneuver during rehearsal
for the company’s upcoming
show. Brenneman is learning the
choreography to the show after
replacing one of the dancers who
left for the New York Limo n
Dance Company this past
summer.
Right After a full day of danc
ing, Brenneman, right, starts his
shift as a waiter at Hamburger
Mary’s Restaurant in downtown
San Jose. Vince Robben, also a
waiter at the restaurant, counts
out a customer’s change with
Brenneman.

Photos by Aric Crabb
Spartan Daily

Above: Brenneman uses a
match to melt the adhesive in
the tape to his foot, after splitting open the bottom of his
foot during rehearsal, This
helps to keep the tape on during the rigorous rehearsals.
Left Brenneman Inspects
the bottom of his foot during
practice in Spartan Complex.
The dancers perform barefoot
and injuries such as having the
bottoms of their feet split
open are fairly common. The
members of the dance company spend about 30 to 40
hours per week rehearsing and
even more time is spent working during a show week.
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What’s next for Treasure Island?
SAN FRAN(;ISCO (AI’) - Sailors
will lower the flag for the last time at
Treasure Island, ending a chapter in
history dating back a century-and -a half when a Navy officer first raised
the American flag over San Francisco.
The ceremony ’I’hursday will
include bugles and 21 gunssalute.
A new chapter starts on Sept. 30
when San Francisco takes over the
artificial island, created from 29.5
million cubic yards of sand and gravel for the Golden Gate International
Exposition of 1939 and 1940.
Big plans are envisioned for the

Exposition planned for 2001 wanted
to hold the event on the island,
known as TI to locals. Among other
barriers, the sponsors mentioned San
Francisco’s lengthy bureaucratic
approval process.
Diat site became too complicated," said Jeffrey Heller, one of the
sponsors.
Whatever the future holds, the
island played an important part in
the nation’s past. A quick walk
through the museum on the island
proves that.
Along with exhibits on the fair,

island and adjacent Yerba Buena
Island, which carries the Bay Bridge
tunnel.
it is a fantastic opportunity,"
said Gloria Root, chair of San
Francisco’s
Citizen’s
Reuse
Committee.
[he wish list is a long one that
includes a sort of entertainment and
tourist center with hotels, golf courses and conference centers, along with
housing for the homeless.
One plan for the island has
already fallen through.
Backers of the Pan Pacific

armers, developers battle
for rural land, scant water
STATELINE, Nev. (AP)
farmers and developers are wagagainst
ing two battles one
each other over California’s fast disappearing vacant land and the
other for new sources of water to
sustain their economic lifeblood,
experts said Wednesday.
’It’s safe to say agriculture is
being targeted," David Guy, an
attorney with the California
Farm Bureau Federation, told
the spring conference of the
Association of California Water
Agencies. "The urban areas see
agricultural water and land as
their reserve, as something they
can develop into," he said.
Guy said an estimated 1,000
acres of California farm land is
"urbanized" each day, stressing
local water systems, and water
agencies "must consider denying
new service connections to protect the existing water in the system.
"If it (protectin$ the water)
requires 2 moratorium on new
water connections, so be it,"
Guy added.
That combination of increasingly scarce land and water,
along with the lingering after
effect of the recent recession, arc

ripples
economic
sending
throughout the agricultural
community
But builders said California’s
swelling population creates an
undeniable need for more
affordable housing.
Cliff Moriyama of the
California Building Industry
Association told the conference
that the other side of the story is
that 13 of the 25 most expensive
housing markets in the nation
are in California’s coastal areas.
He said that means the most
affordable housing in California
is to be found in the rural farm
belts, especially the 500-milelong Central Valley, which products a fourth of the nation’s
farm products.
in some cases, they call it
(development) a ’cancer. But the
other side of the equation is the
need for new housing to meet
the
growing
population’s
demand," Moriyama said.
Since 1992, however, annual
construction has not exceeded
100,000 units, Moriyama said.
Moreover, builders and farmers agreed that a stable water
supply is critical to the survival
of their industries.

But state experts predict that
California will suffer chronic
water shortages in coming years
unless the state increases its
water storage capacity, addresses
problems in the Sacramento-San
Joaquin Delta east of San
Francisco and convince the public of the need for new water
projects.
There’s going to be an
urbanization of agricultural
land. We all realize that it’s going
David
said
happen,"
to
of the
director
Kennedy,
California Water Resources
Department. "And the farm
cannot
generally,
interests,
afford new water storage."
Kennedy said the state’s water
capacity, with an array of projects now on the drawing boards,
would be sufficient to handle
most needs. Kennedy’s office,
however, has predicted a potential annual shortage of 3 million
acre-feet by the year 2020 unless
corrective action is taken.
Currently, the state’s 155
major reservoirs contain about
29 million acre-feet, slightly less
than last year at this time but
still above average.

STORE YOUR STUFF
FOR FREE*
* Second month free with first month’s paid rent. Offer good to
new customers only on selected spaces subject to availability.
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From China to Britain
and back
The metamorphosis comes at the
turn of the century 156 years after
Great Britain acquired the island of
Hong Kong in 1842. The capitalistic
nation is England’s last colonial outpost. China will be adding more than
6.5 million people to its already
booniing population of 1.2 billion.
I long Kong, in the 1840’s, was a
barren island having only a few thousand villagers. After a series of treaties
and the 1898 New Territories lease,
Hong Kong became an important
British colony.
Because of its trading ports and
opium trade, Hong Kong was a prime
location for England. China lost to
England during the opt urn war and as
a result the Boxer rebellion (political
group at China At the time) signed a
99 .yearlease with Britain for the use
of its territory in 1898. Just like the

WANTED
If you are healthy,

1. the belongings acquired over time that serve
ediate purpose. 2. objects that seem to merely occupy
hings that should be stored at Safe Place Storage!

non-smoking and between the
ages 4-65, you may qualify to
participate in a research study
using an investigational

Zhou He,
assistant journalism prof.
expiration of an apartment lease,
Britain’s lease over Hong Kong
expires with a red flag hoisted over its
government house.
Great Britain formally consented
in 1984 to return Hong Kong and the
New Territories to China in 1997.
Since then, China has begun its slow
process in creating a government
under its jurisdiction. Hong Kong,
on the other hand, has not been very
enthusiastic about the changeover.
"China is currently making new
laws to replace old ones now in
place," He said. "They recently
formed the Provisional Legislative
Counsel to reinstate the Old Society
Ordinance used before creating the
Bill of Rights."
lie said Hong Kong citizens are
skeptical and wary of Chinese
takeover. "Usually indigenous people
rejoice when they become independent but it’s not the case in Hong
Kong."
Students’ reaction
Glen So is an advertising major
who will be graduating this semester.
So is originally from Hong Kong and
said his family moved here in 1980
because they wanted to get a heard start before the transition to China.
But So, unlike his parents, wants to

Body found near Sears Point
SONOMA, Calif (AP)
A man
found dead Wednesday along the
shoulder of Highway 121 may have
been the victim of a hit-and-run accident during last weekend’s NASCAR
races at Sears Point Raceway, authorities said.
The unidentified man, dressed in
a Sears Point T-shirt and carrying a
cooler, appeared to have been dead
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for several days, said Sherrie Morris, a
California Highway Patrol spokeswoman.
A
state
Department
of
Transportation worker found the
body Wednesday morning not far
from the track, she said. He was
described as a 6 -foot, 170 -pound
white man in his 30s with collar length black hair.
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go back to Hong Kong.
"I feel I don’t really belong here,"
So said. "As far as jobs are concerned
Hong Kong has more advertising jobs
because it’s a main stop (free market)
of Asia."
Charlie Kwan, also an advertising
major, is a foreign exchange student
from Hong Kong who has been living
in the United States for over five
years. She said she is worried about
going back to her hometown because
she feels the transition will have a bad
influence on Hong Kong’s future.
"I don’t like the Chinese government because they oppress liberal
people. The Chinese government act
like barbarians," Kwan said.
Kwan said the government is corrupted and power hungry.
Another student who shares
Kwan’s sentiments is Wendy Chang
from Taiwan. Although Chang has
made United States her home she said
she still feels for her homeland.
"Taiwan is in great danger,"
Chang said. "The Chinese government will slowly corner Taiwan and
take it over."
Taiwan, formerly called Formosa,
is currently a Chinese territory with
its own separate government. Chang
said what happens in Hong Kong will
greatly influence Taiwan where free
market is concerned. Chang said economically, Hong Kong will be okay
but where ownership of businesses are
concerned the Chinese government
will takeover.
With Britain out of the picture,
Hong Kong faces many new challenges economically and politically.
Will China become the most powerful nation in Asia? How will the people in Hong Kong adjust to a status
change? Maybe the clock is ticking
too soon without giving enough time
for Hong Kong to prepare itself.

"China is currently
making new laws to
replace old ones
now in place,"

asthma or allergy medication.
You will receive financial

(stoo ka): noun. 1. a German two seated dive
er used successfully during World War Two.

sailed and was in battle almost every
day.
The landlocked USS Buttercup,
used to train sailors to keep a ship
afloat under battle conditions, looked
like something right out of a movie
set. Bluejackets would climb inside to
be drenched with cascading water as
the sound of battle blared. It was
their job to keep the ship from "sinking."
Could the Buttercup become a
ride at a theme park?
Now, there’s an idea.

buildings into a film production area.
The museum’s collection consists
of more than 19,000 pieces that convey a history dominated by the Navy.
Thousands of old sailors can recall
going through TI, a receiving and
training station as well as a headquarten base during World War II.
The island processed 12,000 men
a day for the war against Japan. It had
the largest mess hall under one roof
in the world where 18,000 men were
fed in two hours on one notable day.
Although it never fired a shot in
angcr, the base had a ship that never

Hong Kong
continued from page 1
tens and will transfer that ideology
over to Hong Kong. You also have a
lot of money pouring in from mainland China to add to the economic
system in Honk Kong."
Lela Noble, acting dean for the
College of Social Sciences, taught a
course dealing with Hong Kong for
five years. She said China has a vested
interest in Hong Kong economically
but where people are concerned
China remains unclear.
"I think the real danger is China
will not understand that people in
Hong Kong cannot be treated as citizens of China," Noble said.
Noble also said if China can control Hong Kong, Taiwan, China’s
other prodigal child will be formulated in the future.

ASTHMA AND ALLERGY
SUFFERERS

study stud e). noun, 1. a room in a house used or
reading. verb. 2. the act of reading or paying close
ention for the purpose of gaining knowledge.

stuff (stu
no imm
space.

the museum’s displays include one
on the China Clipper, the Pan
American flying boat that astounded
the world when it took off from the
island’s Clipper Cove and flew across
the Pacific in the 1930s.
The museum, located in what
planners hoped would become the
control tower for San Francisco’s first
airport, is a landmark on the island.
It stood in for the Berlin airport in
one of the Indiana Jones’ movies.
The future could hold more
movie roles. Plans call for converting
some of the island’s huge military

LET’S SET THE RECORD STRAIGHT....
Perceptions
SJSU Students believe that
89% of average students use
alcohol at least once a week.
* SJSU students believe that
74% of average students use
marijuana at least once a month.
64% of SJSU students don’t
know if the campus has a drug and
alcohol prevention program.

Reality
Only 32% of SJSU
students dnnk alcohol at
least once a week
Only 6% of SJSU
students use marijuana at
least once a month.
* In fact, SJSU does have a
drug and alcohol prevention
program center located in
ADMIN 222A. 924-5945
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State won’t validate ciav marriacies
SACRAMENTO (AP)
The second attempt this year to
block state recognition of gay marriages from other states was defeated
Wednesday in an Assembly committee.
The bill, dubbed the "Defense of
Marriage Act." received a 3-6 vote in
the Judiciary Committee. It needed at
least nine votes to pass the 16-member committee.
Assemblyman Bob Margett. R Arcadia, said his hill "simply reaffirms

the longstanding policy of limiting
marriage to the special relationship of
one man and one woman."
A similar bill was rejected last
month in the Senate Judiciary
Committee. Three other bills were
defeated last year.
The bills responded to a 1993
Hawaii Supreme Court ruling that
said the state’s marriage law was discriminatory against gays. The case
was sent back to a lower court, where
the state was asked to show why the

law should remain
After a 10 -day trial last lali, C ii sot
Judge Kevin Chang ruled last
December that the state had failed to
show a compelling reason why gays
and lesbian iouples oold not marry.
Chang granted an injunctMn for
Hawaii to issue marriage licenses to
same-sex couples, but stayed his order
pending the state’s appeal to the state
Supreme Court, which is scheduled
to hear the case again in June.
The Hawaii Legislature last month

put on the ballot a measure (hat
would allow the Legislature to deny
the legality of same -gender marriages.
Margett’s bill would say that only
a marriage between one man and one
woman from another state would be
valid in California.
The bill was supported by some
religious groups, which said recognition of gay and lesbian marriages
would weaken heterosexual marriages
and increase acceptance of the homosexual lifestyle.

Arson Cigarettes to cost more
ruins
black
church
MARIETTA, Ga. (AP) An
arson fire damaged a 108 -year-old
black church Wednesday.
The fire was started in six
places inside the Galilee Baptist
Church on Blackjack Mountain in
eastern Cobb County, said Maj.
John McLaughlin of the Cobb
Fire Department. A police officer
on patrol discovered the blaze
before 4 a.m., he said
The blaze damaged the front of
the cinder -block church, and the
rest of the sanctuary had smoke
damage.
Cobb fire officials alerted the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms and the Federal Bureau
of Investigation, which have been
investigating arson fires in black
churches across the South
Some have been found to be
racially motivated, but authorities
found no pattern or overall conspiracy behind them
"I have no idea why somebody
would want to do that," said
Deacon Lewis Arnold "But it’s
been happening all over the
South."

-(AP)
SACRAMEN 10
Legislation raising cigarette taxes 50
cents a pack, in part to pay for health
care for low-income Californians,
particularly uninsured children, easily
passed a state Senate committee
Wednesday.
By a 6-2 vote, the Revenue and
Taxation Committee approved a bill
by Sen. Diane Watson. D -Los
Angeles. that would boost the excise
tax on a pack to 87 cents.
Taxes on other tobacco products
would also go up a corresponding
amount.
"This is a logical, rational bill."
said Watson. "If you buy cigarettes in
Canada you are going to pay nearly
$5 a pack. We need to get smart. We
need to start finding ways to fund our
public health programs."
But tobacco lobbyists and other
opponents contended the bill would
unfairly impact distributors, who
would actually pay the tax, and lowincome smokers, who would be hit
with higher cigarette prices.
"There are a lot of little old ladies
who smoke who cannot afford 50
cents more per pack," said David
Doerr of the California Taxpayers
Association. "This is kind of mean spirited, I would say."
Dennis Loper, a lobbyist for the
California Distributors Association.
suggested the bill would increase cigarette bootlegging and noted that 40
percent to 60 percent of the revenue
raised by the measure would go to
schools, not health care programs
"Gocid,"

replied

Seri

Karnette, D -Long Beach. I hits we
can educate (children) not to smoke."
Cynthia
Richburg
of
the
Smokeless Tobacco Council said the
bill would create a "discriminatory
fiscal policy" that would hurt lowincome smokers the most.
Tony Najera, a lobbyist for the
American Lung Association, said the
bill was designed to raise revenue
while also discouraging smoking, particularly among youngsters.
"An increase in tobacco taxes will
reduce tobacco consumption, especially among children," be said.
"Youths are three times more sensitive to changes in cigaret le prices"
than adults.
"The smokers in this country pay
$13 billion (a year) in taxes." be
added. "But its costing the nation
$50 trillion to SG() billion tor tobat co,
related illnesses and deaths.Naleta blamed tobac«, industry
that
ad.et t ’slug I,I It s tun thu t
many
low-income Calif ornians
smoke.
-This bill is what I us unsiuler an
aggressive tax hi amt k Iii uu’guu’ssisu’
marketing tactics of the toliai

Japanese Egg Donor
Wanted

Childless couple seeks a woman
(age 21 to 29) of
Japanese ancestry, who is
willing to participate in ovum
donation program. All expenses
and generous compensation
will be paid
Contact WWFC (510) 820-9495

industry,’ hi’ said.

According to a C01111111Itet. analysis,
the bill would raise $602 million in
1998-99, the first full fiscal year that
It would be in effect.
That includes nearly $45 million
In higher sales taxes, under the
assumption that the tax would be
passed on to consumers in the form of
higher cigarette prices.
The revenue estimates include
assumptions that the tax increase
would cut smoking and result in
some increase in black-market sales of
tobacco products.

Carol Hogan of the California
Catholic Conference said marriage
provides -the desirable environment
to nurture future citizens."
But Assemblyman Fred Keeley, DSanta Cruz, questioned whether heterosexual marriages, with divorce,
child abuse, domestic violence and
alcoholism, automatically provide the
best environment for a child.
-The world is not Ozzie and
Harriet," he said.
The hill ssas flaked by gay and les-

Wan and civil rights groups, which
said the right to marry is a basic
human right and that the state should
not discriminate or follow one set of
religious beliefs.
"Gay and lesbian people enter into
lifelong loving, monogamous relationships," said Ellen McCormick of
LIFE. the gay and lesbian lobbying
group. "We have healthy, happy families with children and we deserve to
have our families recognized by the
state."

TURN OFF THAT DAMN TV.!
CHECK OUT THE
ENTERTAINMENT PAGE IN TODAY’S

SPARTAN DAILY!
Ci RAD’ 1,\TI ON S. ITC’ ikr
For San

Jose State, Students, Faculty & Others
SPECIAL OFFER for
Graduation and Memorial
Day Weekend

California voters approved a 25 cent -per -pack increase in cigarette
taxes in 1988. Since then, there has
only been a 2 cent increase, to pay for
breast cancer research and detection.

Mention Sftill xraduation to
receive special ear(
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For Hair That’s Truly Unruly
A

revolutionary

new collection of
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haircare products
to totally protect
against the frizzles.
This powerful new discipline is
available in six unique formulations.
Individual products. .
provide humidity resistance;
repair broken cuticles, or
mend up to 85% of split ends
Frizz Control leaves hair shinier,
smoother, and more manageable.
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Problems clip ’Angels’ wings
By Kim Skolnick
spartnn Daily Stall Writer
Dexpire A roisi.th beginning. 1st .’s
"City of Angels" eventually sprouts
wings and soars
The prOdt11.11011, W111111 opened MA11.11 I
it the University I beam, offers a SAIINCAI,
hard edged view of 1940s I lollywood with a
isrannic al movie producer, an over -sexed
starlet looking for any opportunity to further
I er career and A mystery novelist stniggling
against his own less -than -noble impulses.
Plagued with technical problems, the
opening night performance WAS held together
by an overall strong cast and standout performances by (..;oby Bell. liAllA l’Alig and a
slownishly wild Patrick Klein.
The play opens with a confusing prelude
of dame, music and singing. ’I he elements
work well alone, and set the 1940s tone.
When combined. however, they prove to be
more distras ling than enlightening.
The Angel ( my i..i Sinlited Creek chorus
ti1111111111/111g is dir .1, lion of Ole play, perform some ,ctinns %to AI Ai 14 ol,AIII. I, scarring
IIII-If OlICIIInr, 11111111oI WIII1gwat dexterity.
I In group s a ..ippella section is breathtaking, hur die ors Ilesil’A and singers seem Al
odd!. V. II li . As II other, .if limes creating more
r asophimy rather than harmony.
"I ity of Angels" tells two stories: that of
Stow, a mystery writer played by Corey
Iii ’trod,. who is working on his first screenplay and of Stone, the hard boded gumshoe
hi .
Si Stone played liv I ohy Reit 11111411 Hi ’ di, Inysicry of A 1-1111.1Woly gld And A IMOtIr 1 his whir II 11,111c Is [rained.
1 .iscli Illc ease Willi WW1 lie rakes the
I lei . ii is hard to believe this is only Bell’s
’4 11,1111 IIIIISI, al produs tiro) Ills performance
r. 11401/. IIIC dOW11 011 Ills 111k
private eye, is
ili, i lotions’ irl die sails I 9-10s den:C.11W’
is is
lAitiouis IF \ silt ii Ai I/555 is I himphrey
Nii iii in I hi \lain-, I II. oll ’
its. I, Klein plass iIi Mudd,. role of
I iss in s Irving. thi doiimi sl movie producer
Ili ’,111o , 11111VIC, ii ii Buddy Fidler, the controlling I hillywood prodiis et who makes life
hell no ’,mit. Buddy is a tilde, thoughtless
oaf, and Klein has a ball playing him. While
Klein’s singing is a bit off key, he has such a
wonderful time on stage the occassional sour
no]. 1...1..il.. torgiven. Ile is a joy to Wilt Ii.
, i
r,!. AS SIOnf/C lover Robin is .1

powerhouse. !ler smooth rendition of With
I’Nery Breath I ’lake," a bluesy nightclub
number, evokes images of dancing in the
dark and warm summer nights.
But technical problems robbed the opening night performance of its power.
A balance needs to be struck between the

orchestra and the level of the actors microphones. The musicians often drowned out
the cast’s voices.
Set pieces revolve into view on a giant
turntable set into the middle of the stage
floor, usually allowing for quick and effective
scene changes. Unfortunately, the turntable

seemed to be malfunctioning opening night.
Set changes involving the rotating floor
delayed scenes and disrupted the flow of the
story, and actors could be seen during scene
changes on their hands and knees manually
moving the turntable.
The good news is these problems are easily

solvable and should be well in hand by the
time the show begins the second half of its
run this week.
"City of Angels" will be presented
Thursday through Saturday at 7 p.m. at the
University Theatre. For ticket information
call 924-4555.

PHOTO

Coby Bell, left, and Julie Bryant rehearse a scene from the Tony award-winning musical "City of Angels" which ends Saturday.

DONA NICHOLS
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’Traveller’ not worth ride

Drink your
next meal!

By Tiffany siinehea

, , , .,

Spartan Daily Stoll Wrurr

al,’ a reel,.

hit the

lie was doing

1,1111,- with I !deli limit and
in um onirtillable tornado in
I ss !sit I
ill Ills IleW 11111//le
I iaceller.. Paxton takes on die role
..5 i sioundrel in dos story about

greed, lust and onsapiisiisal passion
I hrected by I lollywood’s famed
cinematographer Jack (ricer), who has
worked on such hits .Ls "The Bridges
of Madison I minty" and "Twistir,I raseller’ thronicles the tale of
group of Irish wanderers who set out
to scheme their way through a life
filled with manipulation and deceit.
"Traveller" stars rapper Mark

Grads eat for
w FREE!

On May 2411t, Dos Locos Cantina will
open its door at 6:30 am to treat grads to a
Free Continental Breakfast
Fruits Breads
Assorted Ham, Turkey, & Cheese Croissants

SPECIAL...512K:
/ .1

Mimosas, Screwdrivers, Bloody Mary

4. 4

150S 1st St., Suite F2, San Jose. CA 95113
(in the Pavilion) Phone 408/9 93-961 6

Wahlberg as l’o. clic least scoundrel
who returns to Me gypsy community
alter his lather Wes, only to be united
lth liokky I l5isrssrrI in a variety of
traiithilent ss iurss that include every
thing from selling used RV’s as new
to (risking people into buying black
p.11111 111.1C% really asphalt sealant
Along the way. Bokky and l’at meet
imp with IRs Itilianna Margulies, who
plays a single. bartending 1111/111 who
oals Bokky s heart atter becoming
.ine of his mislisper ring sir illns
MArglilles do ,es 11%1 In-,I to ratlike

pertnritianie, hut her char
lo Ire lus long the I.IW
c111.11011 11141 1111, !Innis’

!Wed,

EVCII

nearly llassless pertormarke by
Paxton, Who died, Ills AL11011 her,,
.0111.1111e111 ru Is, n ssell, the
raveller’s- dicey yet imprecise script
dwells on too many tinsussessful
issues. raiising it to drift
Icsslc
’,macho tinned sr recnwriter Junim
’Sli S Is in,takes .t story about a group
15515 is who In’ry 011 lilt’
With

11.11,1" And Inns, II /1110 .1 did’ allHar

lest N.1( /1%1111 , WeAld," Krincn script
does little for the trioVie c1111.41
haracters. leaving them in a harrow
mg state of disillusion that’s almost as
mind IXIgglIng As lilt"
k of
kh-pth

l"
OilIII

,

i

’,rtirleor Union lor

Bowl 1 Game, Get 1 Free.

Bowling
Center

Bowl I game at the regular price, bowl
a second game at no charge. anytime
Lanes are available during regular
business hours Not valid with any
other promotions or specials

"Traveller" Is .114111r attempt by
I hillvvsood to sapitalin on the Indus
its resent rise in independent films
Ii As the quirky Islas Ilomedy
Fargo" and tin /star winning epic
fhe Friglish Patient Although
1-ravtIler- is an ambitious nitwit:
ss nh maior potential. it rieser seems
to gin beyond its paper thin plot and
11.151,514 111.11",n 1C, deselopmcni \Vith
th,S ion iit a few nnnt’rrsusl Isle
s,

Jamba Juice offers blended to order smoothies, fresh
squeezed juices, and healthy snacks. Our delicious
blendings are perfect morning, noon and night!

OPEN
yam-lopm
S -S: 8am-topm

r POLYNESIAN
B.111.111/I 1,1.11Id III

PINEAPPLE

h van iil

futile

And III, /it

prisinf-ls ss ’sank Mark W.11111, ,m,
I rasullr S lose, 115 11111111nrIV sis
(ArilIrs

/

2 fir 1

t al

iltji

drink when you Io0 one
a rep/WI/me with Ihn

s

*Over 30 Smoothie flavors
Wbeatgrass
Eruit Juices
I’isil hspresso Bar
SalatIs
SantIvvishes

MAIN STREET
SHOPPING CENTER
SAN JOSE

CaIre Zucco
-4

848 #B BLOSSOM HILL RD.
225-2582

South First Strcet
(408) 297-9777
(/en ’till midnight
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’Riot’ a smash
By Devin Fehely
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Riot. Showtime’s made-for-TV
movie, revisits a period of our
recent history many would
prefer not to remember: the 1992
Los Angeles riots.
Few lives were untouched by the
firestorm of protest unleashed five
years ago by the acquittal of four
police officers in beating of black
motorist Rodney King. Stories about
the riots are legion
some horrific,
others hope-filled. That is the beauty
and the burden of telling this story.
"Riot" does an admirable job with
this almost impossible task. It features four overlapping stories, each
told from the perspective of a different ethnic group. The vignettes
intersect in interesting ways as the
same events are seen from a different
points-of-view.
The fourth and final story,
"Homecoming Day", is the strongest
of the bunch. "Homecoming" stars
Mario Van Peebles as Turner, a successful businessman, who recently
moved out of the rundown neigh-

borhood where his mother still runs
a barber shop. On the eve of the
riots, Turner returns to his old
neighbor to announce that his wife is
pregnant with their first child.
Turner’s mother Maggie played
by Cicely Tyson was widowed by the
Watts riots; her husband was shot
and killed while protecting his momand-pop grocery store. And as the
’92 riots unfold around her, the horrors of the ’65 riots replay in her
mind’s eye. It is a poignant vision of
a life twice-touched by the violence
of riots.
The film opens with "Gold
Mountain", the story of the Lee family, Korean-American store owners in
South Central Los Angeles. The couple’s son Jeff does not understand
why his parents kowtow to their
often belligerent customers.
However, his mother argues that
their deference masks a deeper
strength. "What you view as your
father’s weakness is an illusion," she
says.
As rioters overrun their store, Mr.
and Mrs. Lee stand amid the ruins,
begging them not to torch the store.

The conflict escalates and Mr. Lee is
killed in an explosion after shooting
a rioter in the back.
The Lee family, hard-working,
stoic, and long-suffering, stand in
stark contrast to the never-do-wells
that inhabit the area around their
store. "Gold" is the weakest story,
lacking the others’ even-handedness
and spirit of introspection. The Lees
are more cardboard cut-outs than
well-rounded characters.
"Gold" is followed by "Caught in
the Fever" directed by San Jose
native Alex Munos. "Fever" tells the
story of three Latino teenagers who
begin the riots as bystanders but
eventually get caught up in its excitement. For Cisco played actor John
Ortiz, the riots provide the opportunity to indulge his every frustrated
impulse. Cisco’s joyride ends in
tragedy when he enters the Lee’s
gore.

A riot, civil unrest, an uprising
there is still little consensus as to
what name should be given to the
events of five years ago. Thus, it
comes as no surprise that the movie
that attempts to deal with the many

"Riot," a made-for-TV movie about the 1992 Los Angeles riots, will be shown at 8 p.m. tonight on Showtime.
is good to remind ourselves. We
part of the panel that spoke after the
by the riots has been
don’t want our children to be in this
premier, spoke of the importance of
met with criticism. Audience mempredicament."
remembering even the paint ill parts
bers at a premiere showing in Los
Riot will be show ta the final
of our history.
Angeles April 9 blasted the movie’s
time tonight at 8 p.m. on showlime.
"We want to erase this (the riots)
filmmakers or lapsing into stereofrom our memory, but sometimes it
types. However, Yohg Sok Choc,
issues raised

’Ti! death do us part: Smalls’ final album
By Devin Fehely
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
In the land of the blind, the oneeyed man is king.
Erasmus
the rap world, The Notorious
InB.I.G. or Biggie Smalls was the
man who would be king. On the
eye of the release of his much-anticipated sopfunore album, Life after
Death, Smalls was poised to ascend
the throne. Sadly, his reign proved
short-lived.
Smalls was gunned down March
9 in a drive-by shooting in Los
Angeles. Despite a lack of evidence,
many believe this recent murder represents the sad endgame in the rivalry between Smalls and Tupac
Shakur. Shakur died in a similiar
shooting six months prior in Las
Vegas.
The rivalry between Shakur and
Smalls, with its mix of overheated
machismo and ice-cold menace,
caught die attention of the mainstream media. And as gunshots again
turned the rap world upside-down,
newspapers overflowed with impassioned soapbox appeals on the socalled evils of "gangsta" rap; most
commentators laid every long-standing ill of the urban poor on the
doorstep of rap nuisic.
Smalls’ double CD has skyrocketed to the top of the charts, fueled its
critics claim by people’s fascination
with fallen stars. However, it is MOM
the album’s sobriety and less its
notoriety that is of true interest.
Smalls largely accepted the world
he inherited. This is not to say he
turned a blind eye to its ugliness.
While it IS perhaps incvnable this at
est album will be viewed through the
lens of tragedy, it is best understood
AS .111 extension of his first album.
Smalls’ 1994 debut, Ready to Die,
offered both sunlight and shadows.
On "Sul, idol Thoughts", Smalls
stared into the shadow of deoth. In
words, poetic And
hidden

A

On "Suicidal Thoughts," Smalls stared into
the shadow of death.
breath..."
Shakur noticed the similarity and
called it a rip-off of his style. How
unfortunate neither realized that the
anger, the unease and ultimately the
exhaustion that linked their work is
but the sad legacy of the gangsta
lifestyle.
A spirit of world-weariness clings
to Smalls’ new album. The music
reflects these changes; its arrangements are sparse and somber. Life
After Death features an all-star cast
of East Coast producers, RZA of
Wu -Tang, Havoc of Mobb Deep,

an unseen enemies. "And that’s not
all; MCs have the gall to pray and
pray for my downfall," Smalls and
guest DMC rap over the track’s

and DJ Premier of Gangstarr. Each
add their distinct brushstrokes to its

beneath me. Your whole life you live
sneaky. / Now you rest eternally

dark canvas.

sleepy," Smalls raps. At any time,

The new album follows the formula of the first one, mixing surefire

these words would be ill-advised;
however, in light of his recent mur-

hits with more serious material.
However, its darker songs overshod-

der, they represent the height of irre

like
"Hypnotize" and "Mo Money Mo
Problems."
Nowhere is this more apparent
than on the three. song suite that
ends the album. On the iii nerving
"My Downfall," Smalls rails against

ow its party anthems

Congratulations
Graduates!
Mission Ale
House Bar is
treating all
graduates
to a free
continental
breakfast on:

Nay

in the Almm . more light-hearted

doors open at 6 30 an

The ti.le k ends with the sound of
A WI nshot and a fading heartbeat.
-Suicidal Thoughts" is without parallel or peer in All of rap music. In

Smalls’ vision of anger

rapped "My every move is A calculatme ever closer to
embrace an

ed step / to bring
early death./ My lay
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The death of two of its brightest
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Creation of women’s sports keeps SJSU
within compliance offederal mandate
_
By James S. f;unrruisr.
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Iii1969, San Jose Stale UnlycrIly
rciFcted alumnus Auggie Argabright s
4e4 of a women’s cross country team.
The answer WAS a short-sighted
no.
In 1976, Franci Larrieu, a member
of the s ross country chili Argabright
pitched to SISLI, licianle An
)Iympianind two others made the
)Iympic trials that Sallie year.
lie dub I mashed in the law
s ould have given
.(nos and early
San lose State .1 national championshiji Isar Is whets I originally
approa) lied
Willi the ides,"
Argalirighl said. "II WA% a ready made
championship s mm11E-ring Mr learn
his Ades
WAS all ’NISI I student.,
es 01 IIII, IX,
later, tinder Ilie
sJ
Sir
isis iris
Argahrighi 111/W
iross romitry, riirreritly
WOM(11.1
ranked seventh .1(.1,1,nm-illy in the
nation and sixteenth in the Western
Athletic ( ’a-Inference.
Twenty five years awn in lrune. the
NCAA implemented fir I, IX kr level
the pl.nying field between meni’s and
W0111(1155 iilIngiate sports by mandating equity in funding of men’s and
Wornell’s leant, and tepreSenlalion
tenet ling !lir %indent lx.ly.
I "nlike Brown University in
Rhode Islannl that has fought the
eijuusr s’ legislai loll and resisted making
changes is) us affiletis s ilepartment,
SJSI ’ has mail, the s hanges to corn Sit years ago the department
implemenies1 a Gender Equity
Linitionittee sninsisting iii s ritches and
adnimislralors lo atlyiSe on policy and
ret inn Mend Whit 11 Wolliell’s sports to
i
\1St is now within a year of lull
.mirilimie will, I ule
arse -ding

is associate athletics director, Carolyn)
Lewis.
Since the SJSU athletics department formed the Gender Equity
Committee, three women’s teams
have emerged within the department
beginning with cross country, followed by soccer and ,finally, the
newest Warn, Water polo.
Both Argabright and water polo
coach Loin Tully believe Title IX has
beet) the best thing not only for their
respective sports, but for college athletics on the whole. In terms of collebeing
sports
giate
programs
approached as a source of revenue,
Tully said Title IX pins the concept
of student athletes into perspective.
"Of course there is a business element to college athletics, but if it is
-approached as a business enterprise
then let’s call it that, not education.
lEducationl needs to be supported,
and Title IX does that," Tully said.
In pursuit of gender equity, the
athletics department has regulated the
growth of men’s sports by putting a
Cilp 011111e in nut
of athletes allowed
to pal I It I p.iic on those trans and are
currensly sonsidering the possibility
of r. lilting some men’s programs,
Lewis said.
HEATHER KLEIN: TENNIS
This has been the case with athletics programs nationwide.
PHOTOS BY AARON SUOZZI
Although Title IX has put someSPECIAL TO THE SPARTAN DAILY
what of a squeeze on men’s sports
wi I o ti
Else athletics program, something special," Argalmglit said.
learns positions When
Sutter
Argahright said he has felt no animosThose in opposition 10 Title IX trans opened up there was so Inally
ity Ion women’s sports within the argue the fact that the interest in col- wonseti trymg to nsake ilk: ream we
department.
legiate sports among undergraduate had to make cuts in the team. Lewis
"I lie staff has been extremely sup- women is low and the idea 41in:siting said.
portive as our women’s teams have men’s sports for unwanted women’s
SJSU ahimriirs I idly, sslio 11.1s
expanded. When cross country does sports is unjustifiable.
been involved r ur 5,11(1110111 111011 01
well at an event it’s not uncommon
According to Lewis, this has not huts
1.1.110t, I un is ‘,1,11CInerlIS.
fun iii’ iii hear from other coaches. been the case at SJSU.
"A110111 11/1l,11 lt.11,, ago. I slatted
(I liii basketball coach) Stan
"Whets we made these sponi.
gelling instil« it r
it Ii with
Milt
l’.4,11
(Ails
CW41,
we (10
able there was no problem rill,
he wrimiell’s «Mini Mimi.
I idly said.
As a toad) lor borli liity and girl’s
leanis al die
Ilie tine
!rend 111.11 I 11,1VI:
fl’1111111 t 011
Liss’ii rrrjis ii

111.11111V

iipportiMily to plat
Illt110,
It 1111,

I

pill"

ti 10 Ilt

II ,,,t

W01..1,1111 .1,111,11,1C, Illt.

ill

tri

Illtort.

111S15111V Illt. (1/11Crt

1.11..t. .11,.1111.1r

11,1st’
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Title IX narrows
collegiate gap
By Terri K. Millner

Spartan Daily Staff Writer
It’s been a long 25 -year road, but
San lose State University is drawing
closer to the goal of federal Title IX.
Title IX, passed in 1972,
requires equal athletic opportunites
for binh niell and women at the
undergraduate levels at all universities.
The LIM 1.111,111Cf 01..i Century has
been a study in meeting the requirements.
’We ,nrc in compliance with the
intern sir ’I’itle IX," said Rich Chew,
,1,0l1,1It’ athletic director.
Soniply pun, SJSU is on track to
was hing the nationwide mandate of
Fide IX hy next year, the time by
which rile universities were required
to have «Mlplied.
(YiVen a college that has 50 persem full-time female undergraduate
enrollment, Title IX’s requirements
are as
A it
athletic participation of 55 percent men and 45 percent Wornerl.
A mandatory scholarship rate of
55 percent going to men and 45
percent going to women.
bixed athletic funding for 60
pecent oldie men and 40 percent of
women.
At SJSU, the men’s and
women’s athletic departments were
separate until 1987, despite the
women’s teams joining the NCAA
years lief Me that.
Ihey were separate but equal."
Chew said. "But the women’s
sports were More like club sports."
Several happenings snowballed
nun) :moor Si rides ill tile quest of
gender equality.
-When I came here in l)’4,
there WAS significant funding
im)’rirs einem for women’s athletics, said arolyn I.cwis, associate
tilf(1.1111" "III 1975, scholarships began It u he offered for some
women athletes and there were
huge leaps and bounds umil 1978."
These improvements included

Tired of AT&T’s high rates?
30% to 50
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N.kava.411141111n
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locker room renovations and
women’s athletics becoming its own
department separate from the physical education department, which
resulted in further funding.
"In 1978, two things happened:
Ronald Reagan cutback on funding
to the Office of Civil Rights so they
couldn’t effectively enforce Title
IX," Lewis said. "Second, there was
a lawsuit against a community college that resulted in a Supreme
Court ruling that stated that Title
IX could only be enforced in areas
where the university receives direct
federal funding."
This effectively took the bite out
of Title IX as athletics fell outside of
the federal funding area. The Civil
Rights Restoration Act put back
into effect Title IX’s original intent
that discrimination cannot occur
due to gender in any area of a university.
"The Civil Rights Restoration
Act took Title IX back to its original intent," Lewis said.
The 1987 combination of the
men’s and women’s athletics
departments, VMS a step in handling
gender equity better.
"Before, the women’s teams
were fueled by a lot of scholarships,
but they weren’t highly competitive
or well funded," Chew said. "When
they combined, the women’s sports
began to get much more competitive."
Again, the progress hit a snag in
the early 1990s when lawsuits
descended upon SJSU.
"The former senior women’s
administrator’s contract was not
renewed and she filed a lawsuit
(about gender discrimination),"
Chew said. "It just so happened
that this was the same time that the
NCAA was doing random compliance checks and we were investigated and studied by them at the same
time that the lawsuit was going on."
These random compliance
checks spurred a 1993 lawsuit by
the California chapter of the
National Organization of Women
(NOW) against the California Slate
University System.
The ensuing settlement resulted
in compliance reviews by the
Department of Education doing
civil rights compliance reviews corm

See Tine IX, page 11
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NICOLE CAVIGLAI: TENNIS

The portraits of
the nine SJSU
athletes on this
page are in
commemoration
of the 25th
anniversary of
Title IX, the
federal
mandate to
equalize men’s
and women’s
sports at the
collegiate level.

SARAH COUGHLIN: SOFTBALL

Title IX
continued from page 10
cerning II Universities. Through
this review, SJMI received a Federal
Office of Civil Rights commemoration.
"What they said was that we
weren’t there yet, but that we were
making a good faith effort and have
continued to do so," Lewis said, who
submits reports twice a year to the
Office of Civil Rights so that progress
In be monitired.
Tlw Gender Equity Committee
WA’. formed at SJSU because of concerns within the college Lommunity
about Tale IX’s implementation.
"The committee was a move in a
positive direction," said Jackie
Walker, head coach for women’s
gymnastics And member of the
Gender Equity ComnUttee. We
don’t just wait for things to happen.

WC.IT

prO

Is I IVe."

Funding has been a major prob
lens its iniplemcnting Title IX.
"We’ve done a good job with the
resources we have," Walker said. "But
we could have done more justice with
both men’s and women’s athletics if
we had more funding. We’re not the
only Ones, though. It’s a problem
with the whole country. Everyone’s
moving in the right direction but far
too slowly."
Be that as 11 may. SIMI is poised
to join the 1/3 of All 11 campuses
with sports programs that have met
Title IX. With .1 deadline of nest
year. SJSU is within I to 2 percent
ages of being in L ompliant c.
"And if we’re tint, ClIeW said,
laughing, "heads Are KOUT to roll."

GYMNASTICS

_A

AMEE BROWN: SOCCER

KATIE ULRICH: GYMNASTICS

VICTORIA RUELAS: SOFTBALL

HAWLEY ALMSTEDT:

SARAH ILEY: X -COUNTRY

STACEY SAVAGE: SOCCER

JILL TAWNEY: SOFTBALL
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Court
revisits
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consent

Bargains
continued from [nail
students; however, those enrolled at
SJSU receive a discount and can bowl
for $1.25 per game. Billiards costs $4
per hour, and table tennis is $1.50 per
hour.

"A typical bowling alley charges
customers about $4 an hour for bowlMg, and the price for an hour of pool
usually runs $10 at the local pool
hall," said Trinh Mai, the desk manager at center. "Our rates are definitely a lot cheaper."

"Our theater provides an excellent
opportunity to experience or perform
in the theater because the shows are
produced by and for the students,"
Villena said.
At the Student Union, the music
room provides an inexpensive and
welcome distraction for students
needing a break from a long day of
classes or hours of studying.

\Would you like to see a bunch of
W sweaty athletes or a handful of
graceful gymnasts? You can get a front
seat to watch SJSU players battle
ether students want to firm row in a baseball game or gymnasit out
the abdominals or lose a few tics
competition. Students get free
pounds, the Event Center Sport Club admission to most SJSU athletic
furnishes variety of means to work events, including basketball, football,
out. The club has a fitness room with soccer, gymnastics, baseball, softball,
free weights, Cybex machines,
swimming, volleyball
Stairmasters, lifecyand water polo, by
cies, treadmills and
simply requesting a
rowing machines 25
ticket at the Event
well as a mini -gym for "Our theater
Center.
basketball, volleyball
"The box office also
and badminton. In provides an
sells discounted tickets
aerobics
add it ion,
to the Clash (soccer
are offered excellent
classes
games), and sometimes
daily in the aerobics opportunity to
students can buy tickroom. All the facilities
to concerts at the
are free to students.
experience or ets
Event Center a day
"I like working out
earlier than the pubhere because the perform in the lic," said Christy
equipment is better
Shearer, box office
than my old club and theater."
supervisor.
membership is a lot
cheaper, too," said Jeff
those who like
Villena,
Jacgui
Zubey, a speech
For
to lounge in the
theatre
publicist
pathology major.
su n or are looking for relief from the
not
Tf exercise is
heat, the Aquatic
lexactly what the
Center is a place to chill out. With
doctor ordered, the SJSU Theater one of the largest outdoor pools in
Arts Department supplies students California, the Aquatic Center feawith a healthy dose of culture.
daily lap swimming, diving
Producing everything from musical tures
boards and recreational swimming
comedies to intense docu-dramas, free to SJSU students.
David Kahn, the director for the
"I come lie by the pool when I
Theater Arts Department, invites stucouple of hours to kill between
dents to come view any of its myriad have a
way to get rid of
of productions located at the classes. It’s a greatlines.
This is defiunwanted tan
University Theatre at Fifth Street and the
nitely the place to come," said Mary
San Fernando.
In May, the Theater Arts Tourtlotte, who is taking pre-dental
Department is scheduled to present courses at SJSU.
Students can visit the Music
"City of Angels," which will cost stuListening Center almost any time to
dents $8, half the regular price of check
out a favorite compact disc,
admission. A limited number of free
tickets will be available by obtaining a kick back on a couch in a private but
voucher at the Associated Students comfortable room and listen to everybusiness office for students who are thing from jazz to rock. There is a virtual smorgasbord of artists contained
strapped for cash but still want to
attend the performance, said Jacqui in the music center’s collection of
Villena, publicist fin the University more than 1,000 records and 400
CDs.
l’heiuire.

Above: Matt Grenier, a senior in
human performance, catches a few
rays between classes.
Right: Billiards and bowling are inexpensive activities available on the first
floor, known as the basement, of the
Student Union.
PHOTOS BY DONA NICHOLS
Spartan Daily
"The music center is a great place
to relax. It also gives me the chance to
get out of my dorm room," said Lon
Moriarty, a computer and fine arts
major, who frequents the music center twice a week.
When trying to stretch the
almighty dollar, students have a collection of bargains to choose from at
SJSU.
Off-campus the following businesses offer student discounts:
*The Tech Museum of Innovation
145 W. San Carlos St.
$4 students, $6 regular admission
American Museum of Art
60 S. Market St.
$4 students, $6 regular admission

Graduating Seniors, meet our
hiring managers at the SJSU
Last-Minute Career Fair
May 15

(amera One
266 S. First Si.

*San Jose Museum of Art
110 S. Market St.
$4 students, $6 regular admission
Free admission to all on the first
Thursday of each month
*City lights Theater
529 S. Second Si.
$2 off admissi,,o to students with a
student II)
Le Petit 1 minim
72 N.1.11111
$12 student. sir’, regul.ir
sion

(:amera 3
288 S. Second St.
For Both: $4 students, $6 regular
dIlliS51.11 (only Monday nights)
il Ar tars Pavilion 8
Se,ond St.
$7 regular admission
(wily during oat tires before 5 p.m.)
’ii
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SAN FRANCISCO (AP) A
deeply divided state Supreme Court
held its second round of arguments
today on a never-enforced state law
that would require minors seeking
abortions to get consent from a parent or a judge.
In an hour-long hearing before a
packed courtroom, an abortion rights advocate assailed the 1987 law
as a violation of young women’s privacy, and a state lawyer defended it as
a promoter of family harmony.
The law "deprives young women
of the right to make their own reproductive decisions without contributing to their well-being," said
Margaret Crosby of the American
Civil liberties Union.
"We don’t see this as an abortion rights case .. but a case about the
extent to which the Constitution will
define the parent-child relationship,"
said Deputy Attorney General Ralph
Johnson.
The justices appeared to be split
along the same lines as in last April’s
4-3 ruling upholding the law.
Attention focused today on the
newest justices Ming Chin and Janice
Rogers Brown, who cast the deciding
votes for a rehearing and apparently
will determine the outcome.
Brown seemed sympathetic to the
law, directing all of her critical questioning at Crosby.
"Isn’t the law just acknowledging
less capacity on the part of minors
than adults, and isn’t that rational?"
Brown asked.
Crosby replied that minors have
the same fundamental rights as adults
to decide whether to give birth or
have an abortion.
Chin was more noncommittal. At
one point he noted that the law
required parental consent only for an
abortion and not for medical care
involved in childbirth, a point
stressed by opponents; later, he asked
Crosby whether the court owed some
deference to the Legislature’s findings that the law would benefit
minors.
A ruling is due within 90 days.
The law was blocked by a judge’s
order before it could take effect in
1988. Abortion -rights advocates won
each successive court proceeding
until last April, when the state’s high
court upheld the law in a 4-3 ruling.
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At Progressive, one of the nation’s largest property/casualty insurance
companies, we’ll give you the tools you need to make your education
pay off. We’re currently seeking Claims Representative Trainees for our
offices in the Bay area.

WyldFyre Technologies, the leader in Windows database interfaces for the
real-estate industry, is looking for talented team -players to extend our technologies
onto the Internet. We have the following positions open:

CIAIMS REPRESENTATIVE TRAINEES

Technical Marketing/Sales
Senior Windows/Internet Programmer
Junior Windows/Internet Programmer

4
BRING A RESUME.

A.

SPARTAN DAILY

We oiler:
A training program that encourages continuous skill development
A fast -paced, growth -oriented environment
Excellent advancement opportunities

For more information about these positions, visit our web site: www.wyldfyre.com
Send your resume to:
Email: employmentOwyldfyre.com
Fax: (408) 261-2060

Starting salary $31,000
Benefits package and excellent performance bonus program
Qualified candidates should have:
Superior customer service and analytical skills
College degree with a solid GPA
Bilingual skills a plus
Ability to have a flexible schedule
For more information about the job description
and our company background,
visit our web site CO http://www.auto- insurance.com

DOLLAR DAZE
Come shop on the Central Plaza
for incredible deals on close outs!
Computer parts, clothing, supplies
all for a fraction of their original price!

If you enjoy a challenging, fast -paced workplace that offers c
ceptional opportunities for professional growth. (onsider a careci
at Progressive.
Progressive is an Equal Opportunity Employer. M/F/D/V.
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COUNSELOR- SKILLS TRAINER MIMIC JAPANESE Restaurant
makes no ebbe kir products or in-home. As. pay: $7/hr. Great Now hiring for P/T foodservers &
eereces advertised below nor le experience fa Soc Mi, Psy, Health dishwashers. Fun Job! Please
there wry guarerelee Imaged. The &Ed majors. Flex hrs. 866-5001. apply at 617 N. 6tn St. 998-9711.
dreaded coheres of the Soren
Day could dm& advertising INTERNET MAIMING Opportinity INIERNEf CONIU.TING COMPANY
and ollerhsp we not approved or High-tech Internet publication Seeks business analysts interns.
verified by the newmpeper.
seeks outgoing person for post- Tech skill a plus. Flex schedule
graduation FT job. Non -sales 10- 20 hrs/week. Compensation
editonal and promotional position. based on skill & exp. Resumes
EMPLOYMENT
No experience required. Fax to ericOcpublish.com or fax to
408.938-9155.
415-9649960
COME TO WHERE THE BREAD IS
BAKED! LeBouianger, family LEADING WIRELESS COMPANY CHIU’S BAR & GRILL in search
awned bakery/cafe seeks friendly, seeking customer service repre- of Foodservers and Hosts with
oagorag rceilas to* ou tean as sentatives. PT/FT. Flex hrs. Salary restaurant experience. Friendly,
Bussers. Sales Clerks. Supervisors, + bonus. Will train. Call David H. team oriented people apply in
&Asst. Managers. $5.S12 toady, no at 408-441-8600.
person Monday througe Thursday,
experience necessary. 18 locations
between 2pm.4pm. 2980 Stevens
with a new store in downtown Si YMCA SUMMER MY CAhIP JOON Creek Blvd. San Jose. No Calls.
and at Metro plaza. Apply at any If you like the outdoors, like
cation or 305 N. Mathilda, working with children & teens. & GREAT SUMMER IL FALL JOBS
Sunnyvale. 94086. 4067749000 have special skills in camping, Brand new, highly innovative Rec.
or fax 408.5239810.
games, crafts, sports or drama, Program for kids, grade 1(-6, seeks
conseter a Sunmer kb at the YMCA1 creative & enthusiastic Educators
The Environmental Resource
Positions Available:
to loin our team.
Center (EFtC) in WSQ 115 is hiring
DIRECTORS
CAMP COUNSELOR - fun Job a Director & CoGrector for the 97/
ASSISTANT DIRECTORS
Plan activities & held trips.
98 school year. The 2 PT positions
LEADERS
SUBSTITUTES - Flex. Great Exp.
work together to administer the Please call your local Y for more *TEACHER/INSTRUCTOR -got deas?
programs, services, staff & budget eetailed tiformation an application Help develop new program. Great
during the year. Hours are flexible.
*Central YMCA -298.1717
opportunty.Supportne atmosphere.
All students encouraged to apply.
(San Jose & Salta Cara)
612 Edu. creLs req. Exp. pref. FT/PT.
Environmental, managerial, and
*Southwest YMCA - 3701877
Goo:I Salary + bnfts. Cal 226-8600.
bookkeeping experience helpful,
Os Gatos, Saratoga)
Cal Casa 924-5467, or fax 924-5477.
Nothwest YMCA- 257-7160
DRIVING FOR DOLLARS
(Cupertino. Santa Clara, Sunnyvale)
Earn $6/hr plus $10/hr in tips.
TELLER WANTED, PART-TIME.
*SG& Val* YMCA - 2269622
Delver- from best Si restaurants.
Bilingual Spanish/English. Call Lisa
(South San lose)
Flexible hours. Great for Students!
988-4511, MTh, 8:30-11:00.
shillpiaerBereessa YMCA - 9450819
Need own car.
(Milpitas)
Call Dine IN 998.3463 now.
NEED A SUMhIER JOE or financial
*M. Maeoma YMCA -77902C9
aid? Willing to work part-time,
(Morgan Hill)
MAKE MONEY WAS TEACHING
d
full-time or flexible hours
driver training & education, pt/ft,
make great money? For fun, work YOU fw..D A JOB WITH A FUTUREI no exp. nec hs grads. 971-7557.
experience and great money, We will train you for a full-time
don’t wait, call now: Kest’ (408) position with our nation-wide firm. TEACHERS/NDES/Camp Leaders
We offer:
995-5905.
Hem sch. age recreation program,
*Weekly Pay Incentives
P/T horn 26 pm Mf ding the sch yr.
F/T during summer camp program.
MOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR *Monthly Bonuses
FT & PT positions avail, in busy *Competitive Wages
Excellent salary, no ECE req. Los
whole foods restaurant. All shifts *Group-rate Health Care
Gatos-Sara. Recreation. Call Janet
twat Rex hrs. Must be 18+ years. *Complete Management Training at 354-8700x23. (Not avail.
57.50-$8.00/hr. to start. Ask for You must be career minded. school year? Cal fcr sunnier env*
Wendy. Julia or Victor @7339446. (That’s All) Call 408-345-3936. tie guards & camp leaders).
r

GREAT LEARNING OPPORTUNITY
San Jose Mortgage Company.
Seeks F/T receptionist. Growth
potential into production and/or
marketing. Fax resume w/ phone
number to Dana at 408.236-6655
or call 406.236-6650.
CHILDCARE/DRIVER 2 girls (13
& 14 yrs.) + light housekeeping.
Responsible, carry college pd. Good
refs req’d. Call Susan 258.8946.
DRIVER WANTED. FULL TIME for
early morning shipping and route
diving position. Will train in company
venicle. Must have good DMV
record. Excellent job for students
who have only afternoon classes.
Please bring DMV printout to:
KONICA QUALITY PHOTO
1725 Comstock St.
Santa Clara
Near corner c( Scott &Central Espy.

PRIMARY PLUS
ACTION DAY PRESCHOOL
Teachers/Aides FT/PT
ECE or Experience Preferred.
EOE. Call 3700357.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Parttime, Flexible Hours.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown Sanitise.
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars. Begin now.
For info call 301-429.1326.
LOOKING FOR WORK???
Hundreds of job listings
available in the
CAREER CENTER’S JOB BANK.
Vise us in BC 1310 get access.

SECURITY- ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students.
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
Call or apply in pasaa Man Sun 7-7.
408-286-5880.555 D !Medan he.
Between San Cats and Perim-lea.
Ward the Cad arid Paly Store. St
TEACHER, PT/FT at high quality,
drop-in play center for 2-12 yr
olds. Min. 6 ECE units req. Flex
days/eves/wkends. Team teach
environment. Benefits avail. Apply in
person at KIdePark:
Near Oakridge Mall, 281-8880
5440 ihomwood Dr.. S.1
Near Valley Fair, 985-2599
2858 Stevens Creek Blvd. SJ.
At the HUB. 510-792-9997
39102 Argonaut Way, Fremont
NEW Westgate Mall
Call Heidi at 281-8880.

EMPLOYMENT/TRAINING TECH.
Community College based vocational
training proram requires motivated
self- starter w/xInt interpersonal,
written & verbal skills. Interface
w/ students & employers in lob
placement and/or training. Work
w/diverse socioeconomic groups.
Computer lit. Req. BA/BS social
science or related field. F/T temp.
Fax resume: Alicia 408.725-3978.

FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
Seeking teachers and subs for
our school age day care program.
We can work around your school
schedule. Early morning or afternoon positions available. F/T
employment available during
summer break. This is a great job
to gain experience. Units in (CE,
Rec, Psych, Soo, or Ed required.
CALL: 408379-3200 x21.

RMPANY CENTER NEEDS FT/PT
positions for licensed Physical
Therapist, PTA. Aquatic Exercise
Instructor, Lifeguard w/curr.
CPR/ER. Call 2950228 ext. 500.

$12/HOUR
Weekends & Evenings
Canvassing Telemarketing
Start Saturday
408 253-8818.

YMCA NOW MIRING DIRECTORS
and TEACHERS for school age
and preschool child care. Full
Time & Part Time. 6- 15 ECE or
related units. For more info:
call Mary 298-38811

CANVASS DOOR TO DOOR set
appointments for home Improvement co. P/T eve/wknds, flex hrs.
$7.50-s bonus; willtron 629-21(X).

*IMMEDIATE OPENNIGS*
Receptionist, Office Clerk
Sales, Customer Support
Technician, Testing Optr.
Warehouse Clerk
Cd 4011/942811813 Or
Fax to 408/9424280
Electronic Staffing Services.E0E
1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave. turn
ierr at Ciere Lake Ave
TRAIN DURING SUMMER BREAK
WORK IN THE TRAVEL INDUSTRY!
Are you a Hospitality Management
a Recreation major? Do you have
travel industry, retail sales or telemarketing experience? Classic
Custom Vacations has the Perfect
job as part of our dynamic sales
reservations staff. We are located
in downtown San Jose & specialize
in selling customized vacations to
Hawaii, throughout the USA, and
Greece& Turvey. Classic is weer.*
for quality sales specialists to
enhance our fast paced reservation
area. Was apart opeatraty offas
F/T & P/T. flexible scheduling
*Rosen commission:basal income
txterta $30.000450,C00 arrualty
<anemia ernpajee bereft package.
exceptional travel opportunities
Rofeesional yea keg Environment
Conanert. 10 mate **fan 519U
Indept, 3 week trance class stating
Mai 1.9th
Stria% cornmuncaton and oastorno
service slab rmeatant. Must enjoy &
teve era sales oriented enwonment
FC exp req’d. WE. Apply in person
or earxelar mune to: Classic Custom
Vacabcre. 1 North Feb 9.. San lose.
CA 9511.3. Fax. (408)2879272.
ECE STUDENTS: Looking for a
summer lob that goes hand -ire
hand with your major? Come
substitute at our friendly, NAEYC
Accredited center at Good Sam
Hospital! Sub as many hours as
you want, on any schedule
you want,.. We’ll work around
your needs. 6-12 ECE units;
experience with young children
$8.0049.00/hr FAX resume to
408-659-2819
MANAGER TRAINEES
No experience necessary. Will
Train! Managers earn $4000/mo
base+ COM. COM seeks energetic
People for management Start
WIC 578-5197.

ACCT. SVC / VIPER. CREATIVE
Team -Oriented People needed
for small, rapidly growing
ad -agency: Project -Based.
Show us what you’ve got.
e-mail cover letter + resume to:
resumeOpulsemc.com .
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed ode immediate
area. P.11-time/part-time openings.
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
International Bartenders School.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to 8120/week!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males. 19-34 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
415-324-1900, M.F. 8.5pm.

SHARED HOUSING

TUTORING

SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
*Fun & friendly environment
*5 minute walk to campus
Spacious furnished rooms
*Well-equipped student kitchen
*Computer & study rooms
Laundry rom
Partung
For American & International
Students
Call 924.6570 or stop by for a
tour. 360 So. 11th St. (Between
San Carlos & San Salvador)
DOWNTOWN SJ. -CLEAN ROOM
$360/mo. + $250. dep. All utilities
paid. Non-Smoker. 507 N 3rd St
Tel. 286.8178.
ROOMMATE WANTED to share apt
located next to City College, 5 min
to S1SLI by car. Pool, weight rm,
Club house, clod peel. $450/mo
+ deposit & 1/2util. 998-4489.

VALET PARKERS - P/T, nights S,
weekends for private parties in
Los Gatos/Saratoga area. Must
have min. 1 year customer service
experience, and desire to serve
people. Polite, well groomed,
and professional attitude only.
19 yrs+. $5.75/hr. + tips.
Call Mike, 800-825-3871.
SECURITY
F/T & P/T WI) Train
Day. Swing & Grave Shifts
Permanent 8g Short Term jobs
ABCOM Private Security
408-247-4827.

INSIDE SALES
REPRESENTATIVES
Founded in 1925, George S.
May International is a leading
management consulting firm. Our
business is exploding, and we need
several motivated see-starters to help
us schedule appointments with small
to medium sized business owners
throughout the Western US.
We’ll provide you with paid
training, a competitive base salary
+ commisaons, (earnings potential
al$30K+1) full benefits. flexible work
schedule, & a great opportunity
to learn & grow with an established
industry leader that promotes from
within. If you enjoy people. you’re
good on the phone, and you like
to have fun, then this is the lob
for you! Bilingual a big plus.
To arrange an interview,
please call Steven Sanchez at
(800) 955-0200 ext. 221, or
send/fax resume to: GSM. 991
W. Hedding St. San Jose, CA 95126
Fax: (408) 744-6415. EOE/AA.
GEORGE S. MAY
INTERNATIONAL CO.

BILINGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra - Geometry
Statistics Trig Calculus
Physics: Mechanics- Electric
Chemistry: Organic- Inorganic
English: Speak - Read - Write
Spanish: Hablar Leer Escritor
Call: Mike 4082987576
mvera182880aol.com
ENGLISH TUTOR
Speaking, Reading and Wnting
Credentialed H.S. Teacher.
Call (40819786034.

CAMPUS CLUBS
JOIN THE CELTIC HERITAGE CLUB
of San lose State. Celebrate Irish,
Scottish & Welsh culture. All are
Welcome To Join! Call Kelly at
408-927.7925.

SPORTS! THRILLS

FOR RENT

2 MM. APARMIENT-4900/MO.
* Security type building
LARGE FINANCIAL SERVICES Secure Parking
Company looking for FULL/PART
Close In
time help. Job would include word Modern Building
processing, filing, typing, good Laundry Room
people skills. customer contact Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
and tests of other various tasks. (408) 295-6893.
Lots of potential for growth.
Please send resume to (408)
452-0210. Attn. Lisa Cusella.
AUTO FOR SALE

TEACHER’S AIDE, after school
child care program, 2.6pm M.F.
Call Gardner Children’s Center,
998.1343. Immediate opening.
Child dev, rec, human performance CRIJSE & IAND TOUR EISPILIMENT
majors encouraged to apply. EOE. Discover how to work in exotic
locations, meet fun people, while
earning up to $2,000/mo. in these
WSI’S NEEDED
exciting industries. Cruise InforSummer Employment
Please call 354-8700 a 224 mation Services: 206-971-3554
Los Gatos Rec Department. ext.C60411.

NANNY -seeldid pert-tires nanny
in LDS Gatos for toiler boy who has
POSTAL JOBS
some communication disabilities.
Up to $15.29/rr PIUS barefts
Child is happy & lovable. Applicant
415-33943377 - 24 hrs.
MUST HAVE CAR and AT LEAST 4
EXCELLENT REFERENCES. Salary
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY negotiable. Mrs. Malish 356-5151.
is now hiring for all positions. Flexible hours, competitive pay and a SaVIM INSTRUCTORS & Lifeguards
fun work environment. Interview wanted to work at 1CC in Los Gatos
times are between 2-4pm daily. and private homes. $10-$25/hr.
No phone calls please. Inquire Must be certified. Call 358.3636
waren 51 N. San Pedro St. San Jose. at 53 and 408-245.1998.
P/T COURIER WANTED
for Real Estate office.
Must have own car. insurance,
& DMV printout. $7/hr. + milage.
Call Jeff at (408)5342115.

MUSIC INDUSTRY INTERNSHIP
Asylm Marketing seeks field reps
in San Jose, Soph +. 20-25 hrs/
wk required. College crate a plus.
Knowledge of new music and your
market a must. Work with indie
and major record labels. Call
Gloria 213-368-4738 or fax
resume 21 3-9 54-7 6 22.

100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1.510.634-7575.

HEALTH & BEAUTY

MEN & WOMEN
VW RABBIT DIESEL 1983 gold PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
color, 55,000 miles. 4 -speed. Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
$1,000. Call 408532-0942.
or using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
CSPCNt STEREO PLU5-260-0797 Back- Chest - Lip - Bikini - Chin 1410 El Camino Real Santa Clara Tummy etc. Students & faculty
Stereo*AlarmPagerInstallation.
receive 15% discount. Rrst appt.
1/2 price if made before 6/1/97.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 6211
WORD PROCESSING Campbell Ave. #17, Campbell.
(408) 379.3600.
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
or NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE? Term
papers, thesis, resumes, group
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
projects, etc. Have a typewriter
Your own probe or disposable.
to complete your applications for
335 S. Baywood Ave. San lose.
med/law school, etc. Will transcribe
247-7488.
your taped interviews or research
notes. Fax machine. Notary Public.
Call Anna at 972-4992.
SAMPLE A WILD FOOD FREE
Super Blue Green Algae
SUZANNE’S Word Processing
Reported Benefits include:
Improved Concentration
510.489-9794 (Bus/Res/Meg)
Word Processing & Editing
Increased Energy
Both Academic/Bus. Work Accepted
Werght Control
Reports Theses MLA/TURAB
(408) 737 2702
*Expert In APA Format.
WP 5.1/6.0 Laser Printer
GET READY FOR SUMMER NOVA
7 Days a Week 700am 9:00pm
Lose 6 inches + in 1 hr. by getting
RELIABLE FAST - ACCURATE
a body wrap. NOT a ’water wrap’
or ’dehydration’ process. HT IS a
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. special mineral solution of food
Science & English papers/theses grade minerals & distilled water.
our specialty. Laser printing.
It firms body tissue & tightens
APA, Turabian and other formats. skin especially after weight loss.
Resumes, editing, graphics *You determine where inches
and other services available on come oft hips, thighs, abdomen etc
either WordPerfect or Word. For info or appt: 408948-7826.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Call Paul or Virginia 408.251-0449.

PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
AUTO INSURANCE
Theses, term papers, group
Campus Insurance Service
projects, resumes. All formats
including APA. Fax available.
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Almaden/Branham
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
area. Call Linda 408.264-4504. "Good Rates for NonGood Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
WORD PROCESSING
"Good Student" "Family Multecar
Thesis, Resumes, Reports, etc.
CALL TODAY 296.5270
20+ Years Experience
FREE QUOTE
Medical/Legal Transcription
NO HASSLE
Services Available.
NO OBLIGATION
Reasonable Rates
Also open Saturdays S.’
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
CALL (408) 272-1562.
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers. *AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED*
COMPUTERS ETC.
Flexible hrs, 9am 9pm. Downtown Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term
near lightrail 4 blocks from SJSU. Papers, Nursing, Group Projects,
REFURBISHED MACS
BEST PRICES!!
Hourly $$ plus bonus. Media Ammar,. Al Formats, Specializing
Promotions 4940200
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
Classroom Computer Co.
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ )f5 Exp.
3549 Haven Ave. OH
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
WP 5.1/HPLaser, PAM’S
Menlo Park, CA 94025
for egg donation. Desperate Asa’, PROFESSIONAL WORD PRCOESSING.
Ph: (800)8005115
FAX: (415)306-1120
couples need your help to coroese.
247-2681, Flam-8pm.
Can you help 7 Ages 21 79.
STUDENT SPECIALS
non-smoker, healthy & resporstle.
Mac SE & Classic
$3.000 stipend an expenses part
MAC Ilsi, ci, cx
SCHOLARSHIPS
Other ettriates also needed. Please
POWER MACS
call WWFC 11110-8209495.
5200. 6214. 6100
COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS NOW
MAC LC580
Surf: www.scholarship4t,com
Inkjet & Laser Printers
Call: 800MIBASE2. 408-6296941
Email: sjsuOscholarship4u.com
Dot Matrix Primers

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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FOUI

Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the fifth day. rate increases by St per day
First line (25 spaces) sot in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 addrbonal words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines’ $90
3-9 lines $70
15-19 lines $110

Frye
Days
$13
$14
$15
$16

Please check I
one classification:

Arrrtm
Coy

it

aro.

Phon.

Send check or money order to

Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San ,kee, CA 95192-0149
? Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall, Room 209
Deadhne 10 00 a or two weekdays before publication
lA ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277

Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Events’
Announcements’
Lost and Found**
Volunteers’
For Sale’
Autos For Sale’
Computers Etc’
Wanted
Employment
Opportunities

liental Housing
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Services’
HealibBeauly’
SportsThrills’
Insurance
Entertainment’
Travel
Tutonng’
Word Processing
Scholarships

Special student rates available for these classifications. WOO for 83 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in D8H209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free. 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

1

FAX:

SERVICES

924-3282

MAUL

GOING ON LEAVE? Responsible $300 TICKET voucher anywhere
professor will housesit for Fall ’97 NorthWest flies. Espies end of Are.
semester. Call Robert Schaeffer Sal for $200 b/o. 416-9672364.
(Sociology) 913-539-4028 or
leave message with Joan Block
EUROPE $269.
4,5320.
Within USA $79..$129.
Caribbean $249. r/t
PHOTOGRAPHER FOR HIRE
Mexico $209. r/t
Have your affair shot candidly
Cheap Fares Worldwideiell
http://wmv.airhitch.org
by a trained photojournalist!
Specializing in candid and
AIRHITCHO 1-415-834.9192
sports action photos. You
keep the negatives! B8W or
TICKET SALEM
color avail. Affordable hourly LOWEST SPRING/SUMMER 1997
FARES...BOOK NOW!
and day rates. Contact Steve
at: (4081 279-4121.
Discount Tickets
Europe - Asia -Latin America
WITTING HELP. Fast professional
CHEAP LONDON/PARIS
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
FARES...SUMMER 1997
Telephone Service Everyday
Essays, letters, application
The Student Travel Specialists
statements, proposals, reports,
etc. For more info, please call
TRAVELQWIK
Dave Bolick at 510-801-9554.
8818-591-91100
Free International Student I.D.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-hlail
with purchase of ticket.
EUPHOTIC FOUNDATION
Confidential Spiritual Counseling
Metaphysical, Astrological,
OPPORTUNITIES
Meditation Classes.
Gnostic Western Tradition.
NEED MONEY for Mimi or Rad
Amazing new manual shows you
Call (408)978.8034.
how to make lots of itl Send for
WRITING ASSISTANCE most FREE info today! Redwood Ent,
subjects. Why suffer and get poor 12795 Lompico Rd. Felton, CA
grades when help is available? 95018. Attn. Dept. 101.
Harvard MA/UCB Ph.D. (former
college teacher) can help you
with research & writing. Fast
ANNOUNCEMENTS
friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location. CHEAP CALLING CARDS! Call
Dissertation/ thesis specialist. anywhere In USA for 16 minute.
Samples & references available. No surcharges or monthly fees.
Chinese & other languages To order card or for info call
spoken. Foreigners welcome! For 408236-2054 or 800.370-2904.
free tips, tools and ideas on
how to improve your writing,
SIUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
visit our user-friendly Website
Only $57.00 per year.
at http://www.aci-plus.com
Save 30%- 60%
Regular e-mail: aclillneteom.com
on your dental needs.
Or write: Daniel, POB 4489, FC CA
For info call 1-800.655-3225.
94404 (ask for free color brochue).
LAUREL OFFICE SERVICES
Typing
*Writing Editing
Spreadsheet & Database Design’.
Desktop Publishing.
Bookkeeping PC Support
Reasonable Rates
448-6119.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning.
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods a services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
crcoupons for discount
acations or merchandise.

Daily
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INSURANCE

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES Fin? NATIONAI./ AGENCY RATES (ALL 408-924-3277

ACIRM633-bnOMnirnurn
Three
Two
One
Days
Day
Days
3 lines
$5
$7
$9
4 lines
$10
$6
$8
$7
$11
5 lines
$9
6 lines
$10
$12
$11
$1 for each additional lane

924-3277

ACROSS
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED:
1 Mop
5 Chicago
baseball player
OMMO @MOM MUM
8 Garden loots
MWOO 00MOM MOM
13 Showy lily
MMUMWMUMMM ODIUM
15 Lennon’s love
16 Remember
MMMOM
UMU OUMM
the -1
OM=
UNARM
17 Ear bone
MMMUMMO MMMO
18 Small amount
BOOM UOOMMU MMM
19 Unfriendly
MOMM ROOM MOM
bacteria
20 - man
UMW OUMMUM WORM
23 Thai’s neighbor
MUM MOUUMDM
24 Statistics
QUMMO
OMR=
Knock
MOM MUM
MUORIO
7 Sulk
EMU
MMEIMMMUMOU
to Certain scientist
=OM MUM OMMM
16 Shade tree
17 Holiday -dinner
BEE
LO
LASER
item
r,,996tpowdr.g.,,,,,..
38 Pastrami seller
39 Dressed
31 Kind.,
DOWN
41 Omega s
32 Cheerleader’s
I Flip through a
cry
opposite
book
33 Word used
43 It’s a long story
2 Dwindle
before bug or
44 Singer Vildo
3 Thomas -mouthed
45 Fair grade
Edison
34 Basketball
4 Window
46 Illuminated
player Baylor
4/ Opposite
coverings
II Talking bird
35 Lasso
5 Hooded
40 Trickle
52 "The Raven’
snakes
41 Felt sore
atilhr r
6 Platoon
42 Actor Majors
7 One and the
53 Actor Cooper
48 Warm and cozy
55 Feel ill
other
49 Disregard
8 Roomy sleeve
58 Daring
50 Took a chair
9 Mall beverage
64 Facial
51 Countless :
features
10 --Marx
54 Make haste .’
11 Poet Lazarus
66 Uproar
55 Fundamentals
12 Mediocre
67 Greek letter
56
Modern Portia
14 ’M’A’S’H"
68 Explorer
S7 Timber wolf.
John --actor
large
Very
59
21 Timetable info
69 Knight’s title
60 Actress Adams
70 Ange s’
22 Scent
Monster
in fairy
26 Pea containers 61
in struments
tales
27 Muhammad ’s
/I While.
62 Refs’ kin
birthplace
/2 1 astral shirt
/ !loth et ,
28 D rector liwan 61 Dan province
6, Thrill
29 Chic
labie

MOEN
MOM MOM"
MEd MEM MOO=
MEM MUM MEM
MMEMMEMMINIM MEM
UMMII
MEM
MIME MMEMOMMEME
MOM
NM MI=
MEd MMIMM ME=
ME= MIN
NIMMOWIMMEMM MEM
MOM _MIME
MEM ommommoommm
mom= mom mom=
Nom= Nom MIME
MUM
EMEMM NMI
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American lawtrope es owned by Francis
Ford Coppola and is located in San Fiancisco.
Movies like "Jack" and "The Conversation"
were filmed in the Bay Area. But it’s the production manager that decides where to film
movies and goes out scouting to find a location that fits the script.
According to Charlie Lamm, the
Information Systems Manager at American
Zoetrope, "Francis lives here and tries to film
in places he knows. It’s a production by production type thing."
Not only are movies filmed here hut so are
television movies of the week. "lying Eyes"
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former Congressman and White House Chief of Staff, was a special guest speaker at a reception held
at the Hyatte Saint Claire on Tuesday to benefit The World Forum of Silicon Valley and the Commonwealth Club of
California.
Leon Panetta,

Sixth grader runs away-,
sneaks onto airplane
sii H.(

with -Models, Inc." actress Cassidy Rae was
filmed near SISI’ last year. Commercials are
also filmed here as O’Kane is busy working on
one for the Infinity automobile.
O’Kane also markets San Jose internationally. as his assistant will be going to the
Cannes Film Festival to promote San Jose as a
filming site.
"We work with crews from all over the
world,- O’Kane said. "We’re shooting different broadcast documentaries in excess of hundreds. We’re Silicon Valley. We’re what the
world looks for the future."
Right now O’Kane is working on four
films to be shot here in San Jose. One of them
is being shot in San Jose in the summer. It’s a
low budget film with known stars, but everyone will have to wait until summer to find out
the next big San Jose production.
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What is weird and what is wonderful? How do
we decide? Webster’s says "weird" means: suggesting or involving the supernatural; fantastic; bizarre. It
says "wonderful" means: marvelous; extraordinary;
remarkable. I think things are often both at once. It’s
all about point of view.
When I suggested the theme for this issue I was
hoping it would result in interesting stories that were
as much fun to research as they were to write and
illustrate. I wasn’t disappointed. We all had fun with
this issue of Etc. and we hope it entertains you as
well.
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MS. LOCOMOTXON
IS ROARING DOWN THE TRACK
By Kevin Hecteman

"You can do anything if
you put your mind to it!"
Deanna Coffman
C41.112
lore in Silicon Vallc\ we tend to
equate engineers with computers.
However, we still have plenty of the
old-fashioned kind: those who make their living running trains. And women have been
making inroads into this formerly all -male
bastion.
One of those women is Deanna
Coffman. She never intended to follow railroading as a career path, but at the ripe young
age of 23, she’s already a locomotive engineer
for Amtrak. She makes her living running
CalTrain commutes up and down the peninsula from San Francisco to San Jose and Gilroy.
Amtrak operates the trains on behalf of the
Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board,
CalTrain’s governing body.
Coffman’s railroad career started four
years ago, when she hired on as an assistant
conductor. She had been riding the train to
and from work. Her job at a small business
was not enough to support her and her infant
daughter, and she was bored on top of it. "I
just wanted something different," she says. A
chat with a CalTrain conductor led to her
applying for, and getting, the job.
Coffman says that she went e iN the
railroad because she likes working with people, and because of the relatively high pay and
benefits that come with the job. "I’m a single
parent. I’ve got to make that money," she
explains.
In January, 1996, Coffman was accepted into engineer training school. Her training
(no pun intended) began with six weeks of
intensive classroom instruction, where the students learn all about the operation of a railroad diesel locomotive and the train’s air
brake system, as well as a brush-up on the
railroad’s operating rules. After this is completed, the students spend a week in Chicago
learning train-handling techniques on
Amtrak’s locomotive simulators. From there
on out, it’s all on-the-job training.
The students return to the railroad
property and work with several training engi-

neers designated to help bring them up to
snuff. At first, students ride along and observe
the other engineers at work. Then it’s time for
students to step into the engineer’s seat and
take the throttle. Amtrak requires its student
engineers to accumulate 600 hours of throttle
time with an instructor before they can earn
their federal engineer’s license and sign up for
regular duty.
Coffman’s efforts and determination
have earned her praise from both her coworkers and her superiors.
"She has a natural talent for running a
train," says veteran locomotive engineer Kent
Clark.
"She took to it very well," adds Bob
Atchison, another longtime engineer. "She
worked very hard at it. She did a very good
job."
"She’s everything I expected an engineer to be," says road foreman Bob Peterson,
the immediate supervisor of CalTrain’s engineers.
"She’s done a great job," says Amtrak

Photo by

trainmaster Will Hastings. "She’s fulfilled all
of our expectations. She came through like a
champ."
Coffman earned her license in January.
At present, due to her low seniority on the
engineer’s roster, she is assigned to the "extra
board." This is a list of conductors and engineers on standby, ready to be called in if a regular employee is ill or on vacation. They are
on call 24 hours a day, six days a week. It
takes anywhere from six months to several
years, depending on position, for a conductor
or engineer to accumulate enough seniority to
bid on and hold a regular job.
The unpredictability of her work hours
makes it tough for Coffman to make plans.
However, her family is ready to step in and
help her and her 5-year-old daughter, Desiree,
when necessary. It also helps that Coffman has
a boyfriend who can relate to her situation.
Rob Torma works for Amtrak as a locomotive
engineer based in Oakland. Trains run in this
family’s blood: Torma’s uncle, Lee Barnett, is a
longtime engineer for both the Southern
Pacific Railroad and Amtrak. Barnett, like
Coffman, works CalTrain runs on the peninsula.
A highlight of Coffman’s career to date
was the "Girl Scout Special" operated by
CalTrain on March 15. Two special trains, one
from San Jose and one from Gilroy, carried
2,700 Girl Scouts and their chaperones to
Rengstorff Park in Mountain View. The San
Jose run had an all -female crew, with Coffman
as engineer. Upon arrival in Mountain View,
one of the girls looked up at Coffman, seated
in the cab and wearing the traditional striped
cap and bib overalls. The girl asked, "Were
you driving our train?"
Coffman answered, "Yes, I was!"
The girl, awestruck, said, "Wow! Isn’t
that hard?"
Coffman said, "You can do anything if
you put your mind to it!" era
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TIRE amiable murmur of
water over stones has been known as
and conducive to meditative states,
Meditation may be even more n
sary in our modern world than .it was in
ancient monasteries. Create your own,
al sanctuary with the added luxuries
ing candles and the "magick" that it
as opposed to performing "magic".
Grant yourself one special
quiet place where you know you will
interrupted, and create an altar displa
with an array of candles. This place is
magickal study.
According to recent studies, cand
burning has been done for centuries, if
millennia. Candlebuming magick has
practiced almost as long as humankind
been in existence. It is effective and perha
more importantly, it is safe. You are note
juring anyone or anythingno evil spill
demons, or entities of any type. The magi
power you use you draw from yourself
(and/or from a deity).
Magick requires no special tools,
no great investment of money, time or 1
ing. I lowever, there is much preparation
before the rituals can begin. For some
this is all part of magick; the preparation
integral part of the rituals.
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By Cassandra Nash

Magick is a practice, not a religion,
although many religions do use magick as
part of their beliefs and practices. Witchcraft,
for example, has the admonition: "An’ it harm
none, do what thou wilt." And it harm none...
that includes, of course, yourself. Do nothing
to harm another and do nothing to harm
yourself. In other words, anyone can safely
do magick.
Ray Buckland, author of "Advanced
Candle Magick, More Spells and Rituals for
Every Purpose," believes magick is making
something you want to happen, happen. It’s
creating your own reality. Buckland believes
events normally happen from cause-andeffect, although we are invariably unaware of
this principle as life flows by in a seemingly
haphazard manner. If we can interrupt this
flowthis "disorganized pattern" and make
an event occur when and where we want it,
then that is magick. Magick can be done by
individuals or by groups. There are dozens of
different forms: "high" magick, "low" magick,
imitative or sympathetic, ceremonial or ritual,
various religious forms, negative and positive
(or "black" or "white"). Your choice may
depend upon your needlove, health, wealth,
power, or protectionbut to work magick is
to take responsibility.
Recent studies suggest that candleburning magick is based on what is known as
sympathetic magick. We find the earliest
examples of this 25,000 years ago in the
Paleolithic preparations for hunting and fertility. From the earliest times there has been a
tradition that says, if you have a figure which
represents something real, whatever you do to
that figure will cause the same thing to happen to who or what it represents. In other
words, one is "in sympathy" with the other.
This is the origin of sympathetic magick.
Candle magick is sympathetic magick
using candles to represent the participants in
what is to be achieved. By manipulating these
candles you show what it is that you desire.
Certain tools are necessary for performing magick. Preparing your body and
putting on special clothing used only when
working magick helps place your mind in a

special state that stimulates the magick itself.
Many magicians around the world, in primitive societies and sophisticated ones, are
naked when they perform their magick. Many
Wiccan traditions work this way, for example.
Being naked would seem to be the antithesis
of "dressing up" to do ritual work. Yet, to go
through the process of removing all clothing
to do magick can be as emotionally charging
as putting on special clothes.
Studies show the burning of incense,
or aromatic herbs, resin and barks is a ritual
practice of great antiquity found almost universally. It was an ancient belief that the
incense smoke carried one’s prayers up to the
gods. Incense-burning creates a certain atmosphere, or "vibes," which add immeasurably to
a magickal ritual.
The most important tools in candle
magick rituals are the candles themselves.
Their preparation can be complex. A wide
variety of candles are used in magick: image
candles, treasure candles, knob candles, jar
candles, dipped, molded, beeswax and sandcast candles. With the right candles chosen
Just for you and through proper mental preparationtraining yourself to focus exclusively
on the object of your desireyou can produce
magick through the candlebuming process.
There are no guarantees with magick.
We can do everything correctly by using the
right incense, the correct time of month, perfectly colored candlesand still accomplish
nothing. One point of view is that the gods
(God/Goddess/ All-That-Is, depending upon
your personal beliefs) are watching over us
and have certain things planned no matter
what we desire.
Magick is a discipline which, to be
done correctly, needs to be carefully planned
and executed. For more information on candleburning magick or to obtain the book
"Advanced Candle Magick, More Spells and
Rituals for Every Purpose," by Ray Buckland,
write to Buckland c/o Llewellyn Worldwide,
P.O. Box 64383-K103, St. Paul, MN 55164-0383.
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BATTLE OF THE
By Cindy Scarberry

Art by John Swick and Jeff Avila

Who serves the best stud spud this side of campus?
The day sparkled under the bright sun like new shoes on a Sunday morning. Lois, Jerry and Cindy, three Etc. staffers took advantage
of the great weather and set out on foot to taste-test downtown’s best-of-the-west french fries. Here’s what they dug up.

S orts City, in t e Pain ion
Spice. nes, tosse in ajun spices
Elegantly served with chipotle (crushed red chili)
ranch dip on the side
Crispy outside, soft inside
Fried in peanut oil
$1.95
The fries deserved excellent ratings all by themselves. I thought the special dressing could be thicker so that it would stick to the
three and one-half by one and one-half inch fries. But Lois said, "The sauce goes further this way." That’s a mom of three growing
boys for you. Our first-class server, politely dressed in black slacks, white shirt and apron, recommended the chicken fajita salad
because the chipotle ranch dip tastes especially scrumptious as a dressing.

Gordon Biersch, 33 E. San Fernando St.
Garlic fries, lightly sprinkled with parsley an
pinches of garlic cloves
Large mound handsomely placed on a plain white oval plate
Cut with skin on, gives earthy potato taste
Fried in vegetable oil
$3.95
We opted for a table in the patio and took advantage of the afternoon’s warmth. A jazzy tune spilled from the speakers and set the
lone for lively chatter. Jerry, the authoritive art critic, said we looked like real-life bohemians toasting beers in a Toulouse-Lautrec
painting. Ice-cold lemonade complimented the crispy, yet perhaps overly-cooked, fries. We suspected the fries may have sat a bit
longer than needed in the crisper. As the garlic danced on our taste buds, I thought a special dressing would actually compliment the
dish.

Woolworth’s, 275. First St.
merican fries, unseasoned and politically corre-ct
Heaped into a waxpaper-lined yellow plastic basket and served with "kiss my grits" hospitality
Great with a touch of salt and a dab of Heinz ketchup
Fried in vegetable oil
$1.65
Soda jerks may have died with Elvis but you can still get a good milkshake at this counter sandwiched between a hot grill and
hygiene products. For a while, I reminisced about the times when my mom used to shop while I sat on one of those red and chrome
stools and nibbled on ketchup-drenched french fries and sipped a frothy chocolate malt. The stools are still here, but you won’t find
any blue suede shoes on special.
CONT. ON PAGE 6
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BATTLE (CONT.)
San Jose State University Campus Cafeteria
Serve-yourself spicy fries, placidly waiting in paper trays under heat lamps
Not bad, really, when you’re in a hurry and don’t want to leave a tip anyway
Fried in vegetable oil
$1.19
The only complaint about these skinny, curly fries is that sometimes they become dry under the lamps. If you ask nicely though,
sometimes a sympathetic server will give you ranch dressing to dip them in.
***
As the sun seemed to nod off and doze into a dream-like nap, we concluded our crusade after the tastiest fry. Our notes say that each
establishment sliced their potato to about 3.5 inches by 1.5 inches in length. Each poured about two cups of the crispy square-cut critters onto plates or into baskets. Campus fries twist the buds into curlicues. And the 12-oz. sodas cost the same at each place.
Moral of this fable: You get what you pay for.
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EATIN6. CANDY
FROM 11-1E. NECK
Photos and Text by Jerry Marquez
When you first walk inside the
Burlingame Museum of Pet Memorabilia,
ou’ll notice along the wall all the Star Wars
items, computer stuff, and 49ers gear.
-ontinue through this store entrance and you
find the Museum of Pet in the back.
What is Pet, you ask? Pvi candy was
nvented in 1927 by Edward 1 laas, an Austrian
businessman. Pet is the abbreviation for the
Ierman word for "peppermint" (pfeffermint).
)riginally the mint was sold in small tins, then
in 1949 the automatic candy dispenser was
made. They looked like little cigarette lighters
that ou flicked to pop out the mints.
Character heads were soon added for the children’s market, and the dispensers were filled
with fruit -flavored and y. Flicking the dispenser made and come out from under a
.haracter’s chin.
The owner/curator of the museum is
airy Ihis, Ile and his wife Nancy started a
hiiiness a iew years ago, where a
mall till,, Ili in of Pe, sat on Nancy’s desk.
the collet t ion became such a hit with cusomers, the I )oss brought more Pet dispensers
the store. Soon more Pet !livers came and
anted to see more in the collection.
Customers looking at the growing colvtIon on Nancy’s desk would frequently
ock over the dispensers. A better way was
ceded to display them. So in 1995, Nancy’s
iffice was converted into the museum, with a
large display for the expanding collection.
One of the rarest Pet dispensers in the
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be the big thing right now," because they are
valued by both Star Wars collectors and Pez
collectors. Nancy adds, "Current popular
sellers include Batman, Spiderman, and the
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles."
Gary and Nancy are also creators of an
exclusive glow-in -the-dark alien head called
"Cosmo". Limited to 2,500, it’s designed to
fit on the Fez peppermint dispenser, which
is a headless product marketed to the adult
mint candy market.
Also available for sale here besides
new, old, U.S. and British Fez, are books on
collecting Fez, comics containing Fez stories
and even a Ska CD by Less Than Jake called
"Pezcore".
The Burlingame Museum of Fez
Memorabilia is located at 214 California
Drive, Burlingame, California, 94010. The
hours are Tuesday - Saturday, 10 a.m.6 p.m. The phone number is (415) 347-2301.
Admission is free. There is also a web page
at http://www.spectrumnet.com/pez.

eTc.
collection has a slide ruler head. It was issued
strictly as a premium by redeeming cereal box
tops. It can actually perform arithmetic calculations. Another rarity in the Pez world is the
Olympic snowman released only during the
1976 Olympics in Austria (home country of
Pez).
Gary says, "The Star Wars Fez seems to

TRIPPIW
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By Cindy Scarborry

When my history professor
hint of the sun’s rays peeked through
wanted to know what I thought about
the foliage. A glowing candle whisthe end of the Cold War, and my boss
pered a breath of warm light and a hint
wanted to know if the letter went out,
of vanilla as if revealing an ancient
and my 12-year-old wanted to know
secret.
when his allowance was coming, my
A footstool beckoned my step as
body snarled into a heap of tense
if it were the first stair to an altar of
nerves. A mere touch to my shoulder
rejuvenation. I rested my buttocks
was enough to send me reeling over
upon the massage table (bed) which
the edge. Hell, my muscles were so
presented itself as a shrouded throne in
wound up, they practically seethed like a kingdom of peace and relaxation. I
boiling pasta under my skin. I needed
allowed my back and then my head to
help. I needed a drug-free trip out of
rest upon the sheets and I exhaled.
this metropolitan abyss.
I pulled another sheet lazily
The yellow pages seemed a good across the front of my body as Johnette,
place to start. "Heal the body, mind
my masseuse, entered the room. While
she prepared her hands with an
and spirit," read the ad along with the
unscented oil, she explained what the
phone number and a name. A therapeutic massage was the natural remedy half-hour therapy would include and
for my contorted suffering, I reasoned.
asked if I preferred a facial massage or
a foot massage. I opted for the foot
My appointment followed the next
massage. Finally, she slipped her
afternoon.
hands under my back, which was
"Welcome," greeted my theraslightly raised from the bed by a pilpist, clad in a white coat and matching
low, and went to work.
white shoes. "Please fill out this form,
Johnette carefully uncovered
enter the room around the corner and
only the body part she was working on
put the gown on. I’ll return in just a
as her healing touches continued to my
few minutes," she said, accompanied
shoulder, my arms, to my hands and
by a hospitable smile reserved for
palms. My body was never fully
polite caretakers.
exposed and I never felt a bit embarName, age, any illness? Form
rassed or uncomfortable. Johnette
filled, I opened the white-painted door
asked whether I felt any pain when she
to the massage suite. The room decor
massaged especially tense spots and
resembled a quaint country roadside
bed and breakfast suite with pink floral wanted to be certain I was comfortable.
It was time to roll over, and
curtains and a powdery scent which
Johnette vigorously massaged my neck
drifted invisibly about the cozy parlor.
and back. I began to wish that I had
As I inhaled the room’s effects, any
asked for the hour-long full -body masapprehension I may have had became
sage, but my checkbook wouldn’t
sedated and I began to relax.
agree. My legs would have to wait.
A white gown lay across a pinThirty minutes and $25 later, the
cushion chair like a warm gentle wave
therapeutic pampering ended. I felt difcaressing a lonesome swimmer. I
ferent, not exactly new, but more
undressed and prepared for what
seemed like the first act of a contempo- relaxed. I also felt good about myself
for investing in my own well-being.
rary theater performance. I decided to
Although the massage didn’t rub away
all,
after
I
was,
inhibitions;
any
of
let go
my final exams, demanding bosses, or
an educated and sophisticated woman.
Soft music befriended the aroma menacing children, my attitude toward
the daily pressures changed.
of the lightly perfumed waxed wicks
As I drove home, I thanked
and seemed to transport me somewhere else. The silky rhythm lifted my myself for treating my body, mind and
spirit so well.
spirit upon a feather-light raft floating
down a cool lazy brook winding
through a redwood forest where only a

RANDS- ON
RELIEF
At 14, San Jose State University recreational therapy major Brian Arnone joined a gym and lifted weights
but was soon teaching others how to use the machines. As
a New Jersey teenager, Arnone already possessed the
traits of a helpful volunteer. "When I showed them how to
use the machines, people would tell me how wonderful it
was to get the help. It makes me feel better," Arnone said.
After an instructor’s encouragement, Arnone pursued athletics and became an athletic trainer. As part of
the job, he assessed players’ injuries on the field to determine whether the player could continue the game. Today,
Arnone volunteers at local hospitals and helps people continue the game of life through recreational therapy. Ile
says 1000 donated hours go toward his degree program,
but he volunteers because he likes to help people feel
good.
Massage therapy also places highly on Arnone’s
feel-good list. Ile says massage therapy can reduce excessive scar tissue, increase concentration and self-image. He
believes periodic full-body massage therapy can help a
person maintain good overall health. "I feel really good
when my clients call the next day after a massage to say
thank you, you helped me out," he said.
Arnone received his certificate in massage therapy
after 100 hours of formal training at the Center for Body
Harmonics in Santa Clara. He passed an exam and
obtained a state license and subscribes to the Association
of Bodywork and Massage Professionals’ code of ethics.
He now practices Swedish and deep tissue massages in
addition to sports massage. A student at the center
remembers Arnone as an especially dedicated student.
"Brian was top in our class, lie could probably
teach the course," said Pamela Clark.
Although not a massage instructor, Arnone does
teerh his clients the basic principles behind massage therapy. He creates a comfortable atmosphere through the initial consultation so the client understands what to expect.
"In order for the massage to be productive, the client
needs to be calm. Otherwise you’re just wasting money,"
he said.
Arnone recalls his first professional massage. "It
went beyond my expectations. I was so relaxed, I felt like
I’d returned from a seven-day vacation."
Karen Woodbeck, a certified athletic trainer and
licensed physical therapist at the students’ health center,
agrees with Arnone’s description. "I go to a massage therapist to help ease tense muscles," she said.
Woodbeck says physical therapists do not perform
massage therapy in their practices unless it relates to a
recreational injury or similar problem. "I recommend students to massage therapists for normal feel-good massages."
Arnone offers initial therapeutic massage to students for $25. Make an appointment by calling (408) 629-
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ASHES TO ASHES
Art and Text by Lucas Bancroft

From the moment we
are born we start to die, and
there is no way around it.
When the time hascome,
there are a few methods
available for our physical
disposal. Cremation is
becoming more common,
almost as popular as burials,
And from an economical
’aspect costs a lot less.
tBecause of California’s high
land values, it is one of the
most expensive places for
burials in the United States.
But burial or cremation is a
matter of preferences, different for everybody. What
becomes important is the
comfort of the family of a
loved one who passes on.
Just ask Nicholas Bulk.
Bulk is involved in
"sea scattering" for the
Neptune Society here in San
Jose. The crematory (furnace) is located in Oakland
and the scattering of ashes is
done from a boat outside San
Francisco Bay, just past the
Golden Gate Bridge. Bulk
has been working on the boat
for the past few years. lie
finds peace in seeing families
and friends gather to release
their pain for a loved one,
and says that the trips art.
almost always an enlightening experience.
Bulk’s interest in cremation began whet), his
uncle, John Carrot, died of
lung cancer and was cremated in 1976. When he saw
lohn’s ashes spread over the
southwest coast of California,
he telt "a divine touch, a religious feeling," and desired
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very much to get into the
business.

a book I’ve been writing on
eyolutionary religion." Fie
krtati a lot about the many
religions of the world, and is
ning aMFftine ye
also int4sted in cryogentie was trained by the
Neptune Society in the duties ics frefzing to preserve
of being an "undertaker"
dead bodies for possible
but he prefers being called a
regeneration in the future.
"When I see families
cremator.
Cremation is a simple coping with death, I realize
they are all searching for
process. The corpse is transanswers to what I believe are
ferred from the morgue and
unanswerable questions," he
placed into an incinerator,
said. "I believe life is a
and a short while later the
preparation for a greater
ashes that remain are
peace that cannot be imagbrushed into an urn. From
there the urn is shipped to
ined because of the mental
constraints that we are born
San Jose from Oakland, and
with. It’s not until we die
arrangements are made to
that these constraints are
scatter the ashes with the
family of the deceased.
released."
One of the more
Bulk’s 92-year-old
memorable and unusual
mother is currently living
with him. She is against cretimes Bulk has experienced
mation and does not believe
occurred soon after a mornin converting human remains
ing ceremonial trip. Coming
into ashes. Even though they
back into the bay past the
Golden Gate Bridge and
are friendly rivals on the subject of cremation, she is well
heading toward the piers,
everyone aboard got to wittaken care of by Bulk. lie
ness a group of entertaining -- says she is okay some days,
dolphins giving them a
other days not so good, just
warm welcome back.
like anyone else of her age.
"A widowed woman
lie jokes with her about savhad strewn the ashes of her
ing money on gravestones.
late husband and within a
No matter hilivWr"few moments the dolphins
end up, from any start there
just came out and started to
Afinish, and after every
play. I never thought dolbegithaivin end. The earth
phins came into the bay, not
dot’s I Id
allied space and
until then," Bulk said.
cremation could be more
When asked what
necessary in the future.
would make him completely
Perhaps it’s a more enlighthappy before his time has
ened way to deal with those
come, Bulk said, "I’d like to
who pass on.
help another spiritually cope
with the loss of a loved one,
or better yet I’d like to finish
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